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Summary. U s i n g  the t heo ry  of  Di r ich le t  forms on t opo log i ca l  vec tor  spaces  
we cons t ruc t  so lu t ions  to  s tochas t ic  differential  equa t ions  in infini te d imens ions  
of  the  type  

dXt  = d Wt + fi (X,) d t 

for poss ib ly  very s ingu la r  drif ts  ft. Here  (Xt)t>=o t akes  values  in some t o p o -  
logical  vec tor  space E and  (W~)t>_0 is an E -va lued  Brownian  mot ion .  W e  give 
app l i ca t ions  in deta i l  to  (infinite volume)  q u a n t u m  fields where  fl is e.g. a 
r e n o r m a l i z e d  p o w e r  of  a Schwar tz  d i s t r ibu t ion .  In  add i t ion ,  we presen t  a new 
a p p r o a c h  to  the  case of  l inear  fl which  is b a s e d  on  our  genera l  resul ts  a n d  
second  quan t i za t ion .  W e  also p rove  new resul ts  on  genera l  diffusion Dir ich le t  
forms in infini te d imens ions ,  in pa r t i cu l a r  t ha t  the  F u k u s h i m a  d e c o m p o s i t i o n  
ho lds  in this  case. 
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0 Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to construct weak solutions for stochastic differential 
equations in infinite dimensions of type 

(0.1) dX~=d W~ + t3(Xt) d t 

Xo---z 

using the theory of Dirichlet forms. Here (X~)tr o takes values in a topological 
vector space E, z~E, fl: E ~ E  and (Wt)~>_ o is an E-valued Brownian motion. 

If d i m E < o %  i.e. E=IR a, (0.1) h a s b e e n  studied intensively in [ F 8 I ,  82, 
84] based on Dirichlet space theory. The solution (Xt)t_>_0 is called a distorted 
Brownian motion. In this case 

(0.2) fl = I 7 log p 

for a very general class of p: IR d ~ [0, co [, hence very singular ft. More precisely, 
the following was shown for such p: Let M=(~2, Y ,  (Xt)t>_o, (P~)~a~) be the 
diffusion process with state space IRa associated with the Dffichlet form which 
is defined as the closure of the form 

(0.3) g (u, v) :=~ ( V u, V v)r~ P d x, u, v e C~176 (iRa) with compact support, 

on L 2 (iRa; p d x). Here d x denotes Lebesgue measure and ( , ) a~  Euclidean inner 
product on IRa. Then M weakly solves (0.1) with/~ = V log p. 
In the infinite dimensional case forms corresponding to (0.3) have recently been 
studied intensively in JAR 89a, b, 90a, b, A K R  90, A K  88] (cf. also the references 
therein for more background literature). Such a form (g, D(g)) is defined as 
the closure on L2(E; #) of 

(0.4) eg(u, v)=�89 ~ (Vu, Vv>n d#;  u, v~o~C~ 
E 

where # is a finite positive measure on the Borel o--algebra of E and H is 
a separable (real) Hilbert space such that H ~ E densely and continuously, N C ~  
denotes the set of all bounded smooth cylinder functions on E. (g, D(g)) belongs 
to the class of classical Dirichlet forms in the sense of [-AR 90a]. In particular, 
the closability problem has been solved completely for (0.4) in JAR 90a] and 
the existence of a diffusion process M = (f2, S '7, (X~)t=>0, (P~)~E) with state space 
E associated with (g, D(g)) was proved in [AR 89b], [Sc 90]. 
In this paper we study the question under which general conditions M solves 
(0.i) weakly, i.e. for (quasi-) every zsE,  

t 

(0.5) X t = z  + Wt+ �89 ~ fl(X~) ds, t>=O, P~- a.e., 
0 

where (W~)~>__o is an (~)~>_o-Brownian motion on E which starts at zero and 
has covariance ( , ) ~ .  At first sight this seems to be an unreasonable question 
since as in the finite dimensional case /3 ought to be of type (0.2), but there 
exists no Lebesgue measure on E and hence no density p. Also a Gaussian 
as reference measure is unsuitable since it would restrict us in such a way that 
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our results would not be applicable to measures # constructed in quantum 
field theory which we are particularly interested in. But using results in 
[AKR 90] we wilt show that under very general assumption fl can be defined 
"componentwise" as 

(0.6) fl~ =-~-  log Pk, 

0 
keE' ( cH '=HcE) ,  where E r denotes the (topological) dual of E, -~-~ means 

derivative in direction k and Pk is a "conditional density" of # (cf. Sect. 2 below 
for details). We emphasize that by the fundamental closability result in JAR 90 a] 
this density always exists if (each component of) (~, 5r defined in (0.4) is 
closaNe. Then, one can show that M solves (0.1) weakly for this/~ (cf. Theorems 
6.6 and 6.10 below). 

Our results cover cases with very singular (non-linear)/L In particular, they 
apply to measures from Euclidean quantum field theory. If e.g. E=S~'(IR 2) (i.e. 
the space of tempered Schwartz distributions on IR2), H=L2(IRZ; dx) and # 
is the ~42-quantum field on 5"'0R 2) then M associated to (g, D(N)) solves (0.1) 
with/?: Y'(~R 2) ~ 5P'0R z) having components 

(0.7) ilk(z) = --4 :z3:(k)-s,<(-A +m 2) k, z)sp,, ke0W (IR2), 

where :z3: means "renormalized third power" (cf. Sect. 7 II below for details). 
Here, we also refer to [BCM 88] (see also [J-LM 85]) where Dirichlet forms 
were used to construct a solution (Xr of (0.1) for fla corresponding to the 
"cut-off ebb-measure" with cut-off A c l R  2, A bounded (cf. (7.14) below). Subse- 
quently the cut-off was removed (i.e. A/~ IR 2-) to try to obtain a solution of 
(0.1) "in the infinite volume case. '~ i.e. for/? as in (0.7). In this paper, however, 
as explained above, we construct a solution of (0.1) directly in the infinite volmne 
case~ 

All in all one can describe our strategy to solve (0.1) as follows: first construct 
a measure # such that its "conditional densities" satisfy (0.6) for the given /~ 
(cf. e.g. [G1J 86] and [R 86] for the examples from quantum field theory). Second, 
one has to solve the closabitity problem (as done in JAR 90a]) to obtain the 
appropriate Dirichlet form (g, D(d')) as the closure of (0.4). Third, one has to 
prove the existence of an associated diffusion process (as done in JAR 89a], 
[Sc 90]). And fourth, one has to prove that this process solves (0,1) which is 
done in this paper. 

Now let us give a brief summary of the contents of the single sections of 
this work. 

Since E is not locally compact if its dimension is infinite we cannot directly 
t~se the general theory of Dirichtet forms as developed in IF 80] and [Si 74]. 
However, it is possible to "embed" our situation into the framework of IF 80], 
[Si 74] by compactification. This is one of our main tools and we present it 
as a general technique in Sect. 1 (and part of Sect. 3). To make this paper accessi- 
ble to a wider audience we recall basic notions and re'clew thoseof  our previous 
results on classical Dirichlet forms in Sect. 2 which are relevant here. Moreover, 
we prove a generalization of the closability result in JAR 90a] (cf. Theorem 
2.4 and Corollary 2.5 below) which is used in Sect. 3. There, we study the more 
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general diffusion Dirichlet forms on La(E; #) and their associated diffusion pro- 
cesses. Among other things we prove that these forms satisfy the "hypoths 
de repr~sentabilit6" introduced in [BH 86]. In Sect. 4 using the above mentioned 
compactification technique we prove that the Fukushima decomposition still 
holds for general diffusion Dirichlet forms on I}(E; #) and compute the bracket 
of the martingale part explicitly. In Sect. 5 we go back to the special case of 
classical Dirichlet forms (g, D(g)) as above, and use the Fukushima decomposi- 
tion to obtain that under very weak assumptions the associated diffusion M 
provides a "componentwise"  solution of (0.1). More  precisely, we prove that 
(cf. Theorem 5.7) for (quasi-) every zsE, 

(0.8) E,<k, X t > ~ :  ~,<k, z>E+ Wtk+�89 i flk(X~) ds, keKo, P~-- a.e. 
0 

where Ko is a countable, point separating subset of E', which is an or thonormal  
basis in H, elk is as in (0.6) and {(W~k)t>=olkeKo} is a collection of independent 
(~)t ~ 0 - Brownian motions on N starting at zero. In Sect. 6 we then " locate"  
the sample paths of the processes on the right hand side of (0.8), i.e. we prove 
that (cf. Theorems 6.2, 6.5) k (Wt)~>=o, keKo, are the component  processes of 
an E-valued (-~t)t__>0 - Brownian motion (with continuous sample paths). The 
main tool for the proof is presented as Lemma 6.1. Accordingly, the continuous 

E-valued process Nr:=Xt-Xo-Wt,  t>O, then has components 1~ flk(X~)ds ' 
0 

t>0 .  This shows that M solves (0.1) weakly except that we do not have defined 
fl: E ~ E .  In general, it is, of course, not at all clear whether ilk, keKo, are 
the components of some fl: E ~ E. We give conditions that ensure the existence 
of fl such that moreover, ~ [[fltE2d#< oe in the case where E is a Banach space 

with norm Iii ~. This condition can be checked in many applications. Further- 
more, in this case we can define (Nt)t >= o (cf. above) directly as the Bochner integral 
of s~-~jS(X~) and this considerably simplifies the proof that M solves (0.1) (cf. 
Theorem 6.10). 

In Sect. 7 we present our applications. First we apply our results to the 
particular situation where fl comes from a linear operator, a case that has been 
studied extensively by many other authors using different means (cf. e.g. [I 84, 
CA 87, KO 88]). 

In our new approach we use (apart from our results in previous sections 
based on the theory of (classical) Dirichlet forms) a procedure called second 
quantization introduced in mathematical physics. The main results are summa- 
rized in Theorems 7.4, 7.6 and 7.7. Then we apply our results to the non-linear 
cases from Euclidean quantum fields theory described above, after briefly recall- 
ing the necessary notions and definitions. Finally we want to mention that 
apart from Sect. 1 we assume throughout  this paper that the state space E 
is a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space over IR which is in addi- 
tion Souslinean (i.e. the continuous image of a Polish space). We think that 
this is the appropriate class of linear spaces on which (0.1) should be studied. 
So, below we shall always start with E in this class and single out additional 
properties that we need to prove our various results; e.g. we look in particular 
at the cases were E is a Banach space (especially suitable if # is Gaussian), 
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a Hilbert space or a conuclear space. In Sect. 7 we also illustrate in detail how 
to construct the right state space E, suitable for the individual problem one 
is interested in (cf. Remarks 7.3 (iii), 7.7 and 7.8 (ii)). 

1 Some terminology and images of Dirichlet forms 

In this section we do not need the linear structure on the state space E. So, 
we just assume that E is a Souslinean Hausdorff space with Borel o--algebra 
N(E). Let # be a finite positive measure on (E, N(E)) and let (L2(E; #), (,),) 
be the corresponding real L2-space. For notational convenience we will denote 
the #-class corresponding to a N(E)-measurable function u also by u if no confu- 
sion is possible. A non-negative definite symmetric bilinear form do with domain 
D(do) on L2(E; #) is shortly called a form on L2(E; #). 

Definition 1.1 (cf. IF 80]) (i) A form (do, D(do)) on L2(E; #) is called a Dirichlet 
form if it is closed (i.e. D(do) is complete w.r.t, dol'=do+(,)u), D(do) is dense in 
L2(E; #) and every normal contraction operates on (do, D(do)), i.e. given T: N ~ IR 
such that T(0) =0  and IT(x) - r(y)l ____ [x -Yl for all x, yelR then for every uED(do), 
To u ~ D (do) and d o (T (u), r (u)) < do (u, u). 

(ii) The unique negative definite self-adjoint operator L on L 2 (E; #) satisfying 

D (l~----L)= D (do) and do (u, v)= ( ] f ~ u ,  l f ~ v ) u ,  u, v ~ D (do), is called the generator 
of the Dirichlet form (do, D (do)). 

A form (do, D(do)) on L 2 (E; #) is called cIosable if the unique continuous 
extension of the continuous embedding D (d ~ '=, L 2 (E; #) (where D(do) is equipped 
with do1 and L2(E; #) with (,),) extends to a one to one map from the completion 
of D(do) w.r.t, do1 into L2(E; #). The corresponding extended form (~, D(N)) 
is the smallest closed extension of (do, D(do)) called the closure of (do, D(do)). 

For the rest of this section we fix a Dirichlet form (do, D(do)) on LZ(E; #). 
Let L be its generator and let Tt:=e tL, t > 0. Then (Tt)t >_ 0 is a strongly continuous 
semigroup of symmetric contractions on L z (E; #) such that each T t is Markovian, 
i.e. 

(!.1) 0__< Ttu__< l#--a.e,  if 0_<u_< l#--a .e .  

(1.1) is implied by the fact that normal contractions operated on (g, D(g)) (cf. 
IF 80] and [-AR 90b, Sect. 1] for details). For  simplicity, we assume that 1 eD(g). 

Definition 1.2 A Markov process M:=(f2, ~ ,  (Xt)t>=o , (Pz)z~F) with state space 
E (cf. e.g. [Dy 69] or [B 78]) is said to be associated to (g, D(do)) if for any 
u: E ~ N, ~(lE)-measurable, bounded and every t > 0, 

(1.2) (Ttu)(z)= S u(Xt)dP~ for #--a.e. zeE. 
f~ 

In Definition 1.2 (as well as below) we use the convention that if no filtration 
of o--algebras is explicitly mentioned for M we always think of the minimum 
completed admissible family (~-)t>o in the sense of [-F 80, w Clearly, M 
has # as its invariant measure if Tt= 1, t > 0. However, some Markov process 
associated with (g, D(g)) in the sense of 1.2 will, of course, be not very useful 
unless the sample paths have some regularity properties. In subsequent sections 
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we will be dealing only with the case where the Markov process is a diffusion 
on E, i.e. a Hunt  process (cf, e.g. IF 80, Sect. 4.1]), having continuous sample 
paths w.r.t, the topology on E. 

Now let us recall the definition of the capacity associated with (C, D(g)): 
For U c E, U open, define 

(1.3) Cap(U):=inf{gl  (u, u)lueD(g), u >  1 on U#-a . e .}  

and for an arbitrary subset A ~ E define 

(1.4) Cap(A) :=inf{Cap(U) I A ~ U, U open}. 

Observe that Cap takes values in [0, 1] since l~D(g)  and that Cap(A)=0 
implies #(A)=0 for any A~YJ(E). As in IF  80, Sect. 3.1] it follows that Cap 
is a Choquet capacity, i.e. it has the following two properties: 

(1.5) If A, c E, n ~ N, are increasing then Cap ( U A,)= sup Cap (A,). 
n ~ N  n ~ N  

(1.6) If K ,  c E, n e N, are compact and decreasing then Cap ( 0 K,) 
n ~ N  

-- inf Cap (K~). 
n ~ N  

Furthermore, we have that 

(1.7) C a p ( ~  A,)< ~ Cap(A,) for A, cE, neN. 
n ~ N  . = 1 

(cf. IF  80, Sect. 3.t]) and that 

(1.8) Cap(A)=sup{Cap(K)lKcA, K compact} for AE~(E) 

(since E is Souslinean, cf. JAR 89b, Proposition 2.2]). 
In sufficiently regular cases sets of capacity zero are exactly the sets which 

are not hit by the associated Markov process (cf. IF 80, Theorem 4.3.1]). We 
call Cap tight if 

(1.9) there exist compact sets K, cE, hEN, such that lira C a p ( E \ K , ) = 0 .  

We recall that a property is said to hold quasi-everywhere (abbreviated "q.e.") 
if it holds outside a set of capacity zero. A q.e. defined function u: E ~ I R  is 
called quasi-continuous if for each s > 0  there exists a closed set FcE  such that 
Cap (E\F)< e and the restriction u Iv of u to F is (everywhere defined and) contin- 
u o n s .  

Now let E be another Hausdorff space such that E is continuously embedded 
in/~ by some map i. Henceforth we identify E with i(E), i.e. Ec/~ .  Let/~:=#oi -1 
be the image measure of # on N'(E-'). Since E is Souslinean, every set in ~(E)  
is a universally measurable subset of/~, (cf. [Sch 73, Theorem 3 on p. 96 and 
Corollary 1 on p. 124]), hence the map a~aoi, a a ~(~-measurable  function 
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on/~, gives rise to a surjective isometry i* between L2(/~; fi) and LZ(E; #). Now 
we can define the image Dirichlet form (~, O(~)) of (g, O(g)) on L2 (/~; fi) by 

(1.10) D(g),={ueLZ(E; fi)[ i*(u)eD(g)} 

and 

(1.11) g(u, v)=g(i*(u), i*(v)), u, reD(oZ'). 

Obviously, (g, D(g~) is indeed a Dirichlet form on L2(/~; fi). If Ca") denotes 
the associated capacity we have the following simple lemma which will, however, 
be useful later: 

Lemma 1.3 (i) CaJ~p(U)=Cap(U c~ E) for any U c ff,, U open (in E). 
(ii) Ca'p (A) >= Cap (A) for any A c E (~  E"). 

(iii) C a p ( E \ K ) =  C a p ( E \ K ) f o r  any K c E, K compact (in E). In particular, Cap 
is tight if Cap is. 

A 

(iv) Suppose Cap is tight. Then Cap(E\E)=O and a function u: E--* ~ is quasi- 
continuous if  and only if it is quasi-continuous (i.e.w.r.t. (~, D(E-')). 

Proof. Using the surjective isometry i* between L2(/~; fi) and L2(E; #) we obtain 
for U as in (i) 

i n f { g l ( U , u ) l u e D ( g ) w i t h u > l  on Ufi -a .e .}  , 

= in f{g l  (v, v ) lwD(g)  with v__> 1 on U n E # -  a.e.} 

and (i) follows. (ii) is then obvious since the topology on E is finer than that 
on /~. (iii) follows by (i) since any compact set in E is compact in /~, and (iv) 
is then obvious by (1.7), (i) and (iii). []  

Remark 1.4 It is sometimes very convenient to have that 

(1.12) EeN(E~ and N ( E ) = N ( / ~ ) ~ E  

(i.e. N(E) is the trace o--algebra of N(/~) on E). Condition (1.12) e.g. holds if 
(E, N(E)) is a standard Borel space and (/~, N(/~)) is countably generated (cf. 
[P 67, Chap. V, Definition 2.2 and Theorem 2.4]) which is the case in all examples 
we are interested in (cf. Theorem 3.6 and also Sect. 7 below). 

2 (Well-)admissibility and partial integration 

In this section we return to the case of a linear state space and describe our 
framework (introduced in JAR 90a]). We recall some basic notions and results 
from our previous papers which we will use later in an essential way. In addition, 
we prove some generalizations. 

Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff  topological vector space which is in 
addition Souslinean with Borel o--algebra ~(E)  and topological dual E'. Let 
p be a finite positive measure on (E, N(E)). 
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Define the linear space 

(2,0) ~ c  ~| .-Su. E-,IRIu(z),=f(tI(z), lm(z)),zeE, 
for some m~N, feC(~(lRm), I,, ..., 1,,eE'} 

where C$~(]R ~) denotes the set of all infinitely differentiable functions on tR" 
(such that all partial derivatives are bounded). Let o~C~> denote the associated 
set of classes in L2(E; ~). (Note that if supp#+E,  two different elements in 
.~C& might belong to the same class in ~C~}.) Observe that by [AR 90a, 

- L 2 Remark 3A]~ o~'C~ is dense m ;'(E;/,). Now let for keE and ue:~C ~:~ 

(2.1) 
0u d 

+ sk)t =o, ze/ , 

and define for u, v ~ C ~  

(2.2) 

Provided 

Ou ?~v 
(23) - ~ - - ~ / ~ - a . e ,  if u, ve,~C~' with u=vp-a.e.  

G defines a form on I)(E; #) with dense domain 5 C ~ .  

Definition 2.1 keE is called (p-)admissibIe if (2.3) holds and (g~, ~'C~) is closable 
on L 2 (E; #). 

The p-admissible dements can be characterized. To this end for keE\\{0} 
fixed, let E~ be a "complementing subspace", i.e. a dosed subspace of E such 
that E=E~@klR. For each zeE, z=x+sk,  where x~Ek, selR are uniquely 
determined. Let rck:E--, E~ be the canonical projection. Since E and E~ are 
Souslinean we can disintegrate /, w.r.t, rck: E-+Ek, Le. there exists a kernel 
Pk : Ek x NOR) ~ [0, 1] such that {'or all u: E ~ [0, eel, N(E)-measurable 

(2.4) .[ u(z)~(dz)= j" S u(x+sk)p~(x, ds)v~(dx) 
E E~: IR 

where v~:=#o,~[ ~ (Le. the image measure of/~ under ~c~). Ps(', ds) is v~-a.e. 
uniquely determined. Correspondingly, LZ(E; I~) can be written as a direct inte- 
gral of L2-spaces over IR: 

| 

(2.5) LZ(E; p)= ~ L2(IR; pk(x, ds)) vk(dx) 

in the sense that each uslf(E; u) corresponds to a "field of vectors" (u.0:~ssk 
where u~,=u(x+ .k), xsE~ (cf. JAR 90a] for details and references). 
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We denote one dimensional Lebesgue measure by ds and introduce the 
following property that a N(lR)-measurable function p: IR ~ [0, co [ might have: 

(2.6) for d s - a . e ,  telR with p( t )>0 
t+e  

S P(S) - l d s < c o  forsome e>0,  

a 
where as usual we set 0 : =  + co for ae]0,  co[. 

Theorem 2.2 Let k~E\{0}. Then k is #-admissible if and only if for some (resp. 
every) complementing subspace Ek (as above) we have that Jor vk--a.e. XeEk, 
pk(x, ds)=pk(X, s) ds for some Borel measurable function pk(X, "): IR- ,  [0, col 
satisfying (2.6). (Here for a given Ek, Pk(', ds) and Vk are defined as in (2.4).) 

Theorem 2.2 is one of the main results in JAR 90a] to wNch we refer to 
the proof and more details. We only mention here that if keEN{0 } is admissible 
one can in fact write down a closed extension (gk, D(g~)) of (gk, ~ C ~ )  with 
explicitly given domain as follows (cf. JAR 90a ,  Theorem 3.2]) 

(2.7) D(g~)..={u =(ux)x~EksS e L2(N; pk(x, s) ds) Vk(dX)] 

for vk-- a.e. xeEk,  ux has an absolutely continous (ds-) version 

_ Ou [ d ~ \  
17~ on R(p(x, -)) and ~-:=~-~i:s--~ ~ e  L 2 ~ ;  pk(x, S) ds) vk(dx)}. 

(2.8) av v).-=5 ? 7  d u, v 

a--k as defined in (2.7) is clearly an extension of as defined in (2.1). Therefore, 

we use the same symbol. 
In subsequent sections we need a generalization of one half of 2.2 which 

wilt be the contents of Theorem 2.4 below. First we need the following lemma 
which generalizes JAR 90a, Theorem 2.2(i)]. Its proof is almost the same as 
in JAR 90a], but we include it for completeness. For a NOR)-measurable func- 
tion o-: N ~ [0, co [ we define 

R(a):= t e n  a ( s ) - l d s<co  f o r s o m e e > 0  . 

Lemma 2.3 Let o-: I R ~  [0, o0[ be a N(lR)-measurable function satisfying (2.6). 
Let m be a positive Radon measure on IR such that ds -a .e ,  teR(a) is an accumula- 
tion point of(supp m)\{t}. Define 

D(g) := {ueLZ (]R; m) t u has an absolutely continuous m-version 

d~ a 
on R(a) with ~ss e L  (N; ads)} 
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and 

(2.9) 
- d ~  dg 

g(u, v),=j ds-s -d--s a d s ;  u, reD(g).  

7hen (g, D(dg)) is a closed form on L2 (IR; m). 

Proof Note that by (2.6) a = 0 d s - a . e ,  on IR\R(a)  and that by assmnption 
d~ dg . 

on m, -d-~s =~-S-S d s - a . e ,  on R(a) if ~, g: R(a)-~IR are absolutely continuous 

with ~=gm--a ,e .  on R(a). Hence g "respects m-classes", i.e. (~, D(g)) defines 
a form on L2(IR; m). 

Let u,~D(~), heN,  be such that ~ ( u , - u , , ,  u , - u , , )  , 0 and u , - - - * u  

in L2(IR; m) for some ueL2(1R; m). We have to show that ueD(E) and that 
lira g ( u -  u,~, u - u , ~ ) =  0 for some subsequence (u,~)k~. 

k - - * m  

There exists wLE(IR; ads)  such that d~, d--~-~-2--~v in Lz(N; ads).  Selecting 

a subsequence if necessary we may assume that lira u , = u m - a . e ,  and 

lim -~s .... v d s - a.e. on R (a). Since by (2.6), L 2 (R (a); a d s) c L]o~ (R (a); d s) con- 

tinuously (cf. [AR90a ,  Lemma 2.1]) we have for all a, b~A 
={teR(a)l lim ~,(t)=u(t)} with [a, b] c R ( a ) t h a t  

u(b)= lim ~,(b)= lira ~,(a)+,l!mo d s = u ( a ) +  yds.  

For every connected component U of R(a) fix a e U c ~ A  (which exists since 
R (a) c supp m by assumption) and define 

$ 

~(s) :=u(a) + ~ v ds, s~ U. 
a 

Then ~ = u m - a . e .  on R(a), ~ is absolutely continuous on R(a) and v= 

ds -a . e ,  on R(o-). Hence ueD(g)  and by Fatou's lemma we have that 

g ( u - u , , u - u n ) < l i n l i n f g ( u , , - u , , u , , - u , )  ,0. [] 
m - ~ o o  t l ~ c o  

d~ 
ds 

Theorem 2.4 Let keE\{0} and ~ be a finite positive measure on (E, N(E)). Suppose 
that for some complementing subspace Ek, # = pk(x, d s) vk(d x) and/~ = ilk(X, d s) 9k(d S) 
(where (~ ( ' ,  d s), (V)k are as in (2.4)) such that 

(2.10) Vk = f  " Vk for some ~ (Ek)-measurable fimction f: Ek --+ [0, ~ [. 

(2. i 1) Jbr vk-- a.e. x e Ek, fik (X, d s) = Pk (X, S) d s for some ~ (lR)-measurabIe 

fimction ilk(X, "): IR ~ [0, oc [ satisfying (2.6) and such that d s -  a.e. 

t e R ( ~  (x, ' ) )  is an accumulation point of(supp Pk (X, d s))\  { t}. 
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Then 

- 0u av ~ 
(2.12) g~,k(U, V).'=~ ~ ~ d#;  u, v ~D (g~,k) ,=~C~ 

is a closable form on L2(E; #). 

8u av 
Proof By the second part of (2.11) it is easily checked that d k - a k  f i -a .e .  

if u, v e Y C ~  with u = v # - a . e .  Hence (2.12) is well-defined. Since for u, v ~ C ~  

dv 
g~,k(U,V)=SS ( x + s k ) ~ s  (X+sk)pk(x,s) f (x)  l~s>oi(x)dSvk(dX) 

and because of (2.5) the assertion follows by JAR 90a, Theorem 1.2 and Remark 
1.3] if we can show that for ~k--a.e. XSEk 

du dv 
(2.13) g(u, v) .'=S d s  (s) dss (s) ilk(X, S) ds; u, veD(g) ,=C~ (IR) 

is a closable form on L20R; pk(X, ds)). But by (2.11) we can apply Lemma 
2.3 to obtain that form (2.9) with a=fik(X, S) is a closed extension of form 
(2.13) which is therefore closable. []  

C o r o l l a r y  2.5 Let k~E\{0}  be #-admissible and p~LI(E; #), p>=O. Suppose that 
for some complementing subspace Ek and corresponding Vk, Pk(', ds) as in (2.4) 
the following condition holds for v k -  a.e. xeEe : 

(2.14) for d s - a . e ,  t~{p(x+ "k) >0} ~ {pk(X, ")>0} 

ess inf{p(x + sk) l t-e<_s<- t + e} >O for some e > 0  

(where (pk(X, ") is defined as in Theorem 2.2). Then 

~u av 
(2.15) gp,k(U, V)"=~ ~ s  ~ k p d # ;  u, veD(go ,k )=~C ~ 

is a closable form on L2(E; #). 

Proof It is straightfoward to check that if f i ,=p.# and ~k, r ds) are as 
in 2.4, then gk=f. Vk where f (x ) :=Sp(x+sk)pk(x ,  ds), XEEk, and for ~k--a.e. 
XeEk 

p(x+sk) 
~k(X, ds)= lr ) ~ i  pk(X, ds). 

Now by (2.14) the assertion follows from Theorem 2.4. []  

Remark 2.6 (i) Condition (2.14) is e.g. satisfied ff for Vk-- a.e. x ~ Ek, S ~ p (X + S k) 
is lower semicontinuous. 
(ii) As in the case of # = f i  one can write down a dosed extension of form 

(2.12) (and (2.15)) with explicit domain completely analogously to (2.7), (2.8). 
(iii) The converse to Lemma 2.3 also holds if o-~L~oo0R; ds) (cf. FAR 90a, Theo- 
rem 2.2 and Remark 2.30)]). Hence one can prove the converse to Theorem 
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2.4, if (2.10) holds, in exactly the same way as it was done in JAR 90a. Sect. 3] 
in the case g = ft. Thus we obtain a generalization of both halves of Theorem 
2.2. 

In order to "calculate" the generator of the closure of (gk, ~ C ~  ~ on "nice" 
functions it is not enough to assume that k is (g-)admissible. One needs a partial 
integration formula. Therefore, we introduce the following notion: 

Definition 2.7 Let keE. k is called well-(g-)admissible if k = 0  or if for vk--a.e. 
xeEk, pk(x, ds)=pk(X, s) ds for some Borel measurable function pk(x, "): IR--+ 

[0, o9[ such that ~sPk(X, ")~L]oo(IR; ds) and p~(x, ")/pk(X, �9 ~ 

~ LZOR; pk(X, ds))vk(dx)=LZ(E; kt). (Here Ek is a complementing subspace as 

above and Pk(', ds), v k are defined as in (2.4). The derivative ~s  is in the sense 
of Schwarz distributions on N..) a 

In 2.7 we use the conventions ~:=(sign a)-(+ oo) for a~lR and (+_ oe)-0=0. 

We set for a well-(g-)admissible element keE\{0}  

(2.16) flk'=(-~7 pk(x, ")/pk(X, ")):,~k(eS* L2(lR;pk(x, ds))vk(dx) 

=LZ(E;#)) and flo=O(eL2(E;g)). 

The well-(g-)admissible elements are exactly the elements k~ E admitting a partial 

~71~" This is the contents of the following theorem which integration formula for 

is one of the main results in [AKR 90] to which we refer the reader for a 
detailed proof based on the fundamental closability result restated in Theorem 
2.2 above. 

Theorem 2.8 Let k~E\{0} and D(gk) as in (2.7). Then the following assertions 
are equivalent: 

(i) k is well-(g-)admissible. 
(ii) I f  ilk is defined as in (2.16) then 

Ou -Su  Ov --~uvfikdg forall ueD(gk),Ve~C~ (2.17) ~ - v  d g =  ~ - d g  

(iii) There exists ~k~L2(E; g) such that 

Ou Ou 
(2.18) 5 ~ v d g = - S u  ~ d g - l u v L d g  jbrall u, veFC~.  

(iv) There exists l~keLZ(E; g) such that 

3u --Suflkd# for all u e f f C ;  (2.19) 5 ~--/~ d#  = 

In this case flk=~k=fik . In particular, Definition 2.7 and (2.16) are independent 
of the chosen complementing subspaee; k is (g-)admissible if it is well-(#-)admissi- 
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ble ; the set W of all well-(y-)admissible elements is a linear subspace of E and 
the map k~-->fik is linear from Wto LZ(E; #). 

Remark2.9 (i). Suppose E = I R  d and # = p d x ,  where dx is d-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure and psUORd; dx), p>0 .  Suppose k~lRd\{0} such that the 

Op 
directional derivative ~ -  exists in the sense of Schwartz distributions and that 

OP/p~LZORe; p dx). Then it follows (similarly as in the proof of Proposition 
Ok ~p 
4.5 in EAR 90b]) that k is well-(#-)admissible and flk =ok /P  �9 

(ii) For examples with explicitly given fik in the infinite dimensional case 
we refer to Sect. 7 below and also to [AR 90a, Sect. 4] for a general discussion 
of the special "quasi-invariant case" (see in particular [AR 90a, Proposition 
5.5] for the "Gaussian case"). 

3 A class of Dirichlet forms and their associated diffusions 

In this and the following sections we fix E, # as in Sect. 2, and now assume, 
in addition, that there exists a separable real Hilbert space (H, ( , ) n )  such that: 
(3.0) H c E  densely and continuously. (Hence identifying H with its dual H' 

we have that E' is densely embedded in H, i.e. E' c H c  E, such that the 
dualisation E'( ,)E between E' and E coincides with ( , ) n  when restricted 
to E' x H.) 

Suppose that the following condition holds: 
(C.1) There exists a dense linear subspace K of H consisting of (#-)admissible 

elements in E. 

H should be thought of as a tangent space of E at each point. We define 
for uEo~C~ and z~E, Vu(z) to be the unique element in H representing the 

0u 
continuous linear map h~-+~ (z), heH. We denote the set of all bounded linear 

operators on H by 5f~(//).  Let A: E ~ 5~=~ be a strongly measurable map 
such that the following condition holds: 

(A) (i) For each zEE, A(z) is symmetric and ~ [I A(z)ll~(m #(dz)< oo. 
E 

(ii) For each zeE, A(z) -p(z) Idu is positive definite for some function 
p ~ L 1 (E; #), p > 0 satisfying condition (2.14) in Corollary 2.5. 

Note that the special case p=c, c~]0, oo[, corresponds to the elliptic case 
if dim E < oo. Let p be as in (A) (ii), then the form 

(3.1) gp(u, v)..= 1 y (Vu, Vv)np d#;  u, w ~ C ~  
E 

is closable on LE(E; #) which is equivalent to V as an operator from 
L2(E; #) to I?(E--->H; p.#) with domain -~-C~ being closable. We denote its 
closure by V p with domain D(V p) (we suppress the # dependence in the notation 
since # is fixed). Let u~D(V~176176 #) then there exist u , ~ C ~  n~N, such 
that u, ~u in U(E; #) and Vu, > VPu in I ? ( E ~ H ;  p.#). Replacing u, 

n --+ oo n ~ o o  
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by ~9 o u, for some function c o ~ C~ (IR) with e (x) = x on an o w n  interval comaining 
the range of u we may assume that u,, h e N ,  are uniformly bounded. Then, 
we easily obtain by the product ruIe for V on .a~C;~ that 

(3.2) V~(u.v)=uVOv+vVOu for aI1 u,v~D(Va)c~L| 

Theorem 3.1 Let H, A be as above and p as in (A)(ii). Then the form 

(3.3) hA(U, V),=�89 (A (z) V u(s Vv(z))~ ~(dz); u, v~.~-C~ 

is ctosable on L2(E; p.). I f  ( ~ ,  D(ga)) denotes the closure, then D ( g A c D ( V  ~ 
and 

(3.4) ga(u, v)-- �89 j (A(z) VP u(z), gP v(z)).  #(dz). 

Furthermore, (hA, D(gA)) 18 a Diriehlet form such that for u, vvD(gA)c~ 

(3.5) 2g~(u, UV)--gA(U ~, V)=J'V(z)(A(z) V~u(z), V~ g(dz), 

i.e. (hA, D(g~)) in particular satisfies the "hypothOse de reprdsentabiIitd'" in 
[BH 86]. 

Proqs It follows by (C.t) that #~(u, u)< co for all u ~ . . ~ ,  hence (3.3) defines 
a densely defined form on I)(E; p.). If {e~I i~N}cK is an orthonormal basis 
of H we have for g), as in (3.1) that for u, v ~ C ~  

~ 8u 8v 

Since a sum of closable forms is closable (cf. [AR 90a, Theorem 1.2]) it follows 
by (C.1) and Corollary 2.5 that (d%, ~ C ~  ~ is closable, Let V ~ be as above. 
Define gA as in (3.4), but with domain Do,={u~D(V~ V~ oo}. 
We now show that (hA, Do) is closed: let u,~Do, n~N,  such that u, ................ ,u in 

LZ(E; #) for some u~L2(E; I~) and 8~(u,-Um, u, ,-u,3 , 0. Then by (A), 
N~ lh,1 --+ oO 

~(u, - -u , , ,  u,--u,,)- , 0, hence since (go, D(VQ) is closed, usD(V p) and 

lim i V P u , - P u i ! n = O # - a . e .  (selecting a subseq!Ience if necessary). N o w  

Fatou's  lemma implies that 

. ~" (.A ( V O u - V ~ u~), V P u - V ~' u, ) r~ d # < lim inf g A ( u. - u~ , u, - u,~) 

which becomes arbitrarily small if n ~ N  is large enough. Consequently, u~Do 
and lim hA(U--U,, U--U,)=O, i.e. (#A, Do) is closed. Since (hA, ~ 'C~)  is extended 

g D(gA)) satisfies (3~ by (hA, Do), (d~a, :~C~) is ctosable and its closure ( ~, 
It follows by [AR 901), Theorem t.1] and the chain rule that (ha, O(S~i)) is 
a Dirichtet form. (3.5) is an immediate consequence of (3.4) and (3.2), since 
by [F 80, Theorem L4.2(ii)] u.v~D(gA) if u, v~D(r A)n L~ FO. 
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We call Dirichlet forms of the type appearing in 3.1 diffusion Dirichletforms 
(without killing) on E. 

Remark 3.2 (i) We note that conditions (C.1) and (A)(ii) are only used to ensure 
that (CA, ~,~C{) is closable. Clearly, (CA, D(CA)) is independent of K appearing 
in (C.1). In Theorem 3.1 and in all that follows it would, in fact, be sufficient 
to assume instead of (C.1) and (A)(ii) that for each z E E, A ( z ) -p  (z) Id~ is positive 
definite for some function p d ) ( E ;  #), p>0 ,  such that the form (go, ~ C ~ )  
defined in (3.1) is closable. 
(ii) If p - 1  we set V.'= V 1. It follows by [AR 90a, Theorem 3.10] that 

0u 
(3.6) (Vu, k )n= Ok for every u ~ D (V)( c D (Ck)), k ~ K, 

0u 
where D(Ck), Ok are as in (2.7). There is an analogous statement for V ~ for 

general p as above (cf. Remark 2.6(ii)). 
For the rest of this section we fix H, A and (CA, D(CA)) as above. The 

following proposition can now be proved in exactly the same way as Theorem 
3.13 in [F 80~: 

Proposition 3.3 Each u~D(CA) has a (p-)version ~t which is quasi-continuous (w.r.t. 
the capacity associated with (C A, D(NA)) on E. 

For a topological space X let C(X) denote the set of all continuous functions 
on X. 

Proposition 3.4 There exists a compactification E of E (i.e. E is a compact Haus- 
dorff space with E continuously and densely embedded into E) such that 
(i) /~ is a (complete separable) metric space. 

(ii) The image (Ca, D(ffa)) of (CA, D(CA) on L2(/~; fi) (as defined in Sect. 1) is 
a regular Dirichlet form on L2(/~; /~), i.e. D(gA)c~C(E ) is dense both in D(gA) 
w.r.t, gA, a (=ffA +(,)~) and in C(E) w.r.t, uniform norm. 

Proof (cf. [AR 89b, Proof of Theorem 2.7]). By [AR 89b, Proposition 2.6] 
there exists a countable Q-algebra D ~ Y C ~  containing the (rational) constants 
and separating the points of E which is dense in D(CA) w.r.t. CA, 1 . By Gelfand's 
representation theorem applied to the uniform closure /5 of D there exists a 
compact Hausdorff space/~ such that E is densely and continuously embedded 
into /~ and the restriction to E gives rise to an isomorphism from C(E) to 
/5 (cf. e.g. [G 69, Chap. 1, Sect. 8]). Since /5 is separable, C(/~) is a separable 
metric space, hence second countable. Consequently,/~ is second countable hence 
completely metrizable as a compact space. Thus (i) is proved. Since every function 
D extends to a continuous function on /~ whose corresponding /~-class is by 
definition in D(~A), assertion (ii) follows. [] 

Remark 3.5 (i) We refer to [Sc 90] for a variant of this compactification, without 
using Gelfand's theorem. 
(ii) We note that in 3.4 we did not use the linear structure of E nor the special 
form of (CA, D (Ca)) but only the fact that it has a core of "sufficiently many"  
continuous functions. 
(iii) By construction {u~ C(E~)[u]e~YC~} is dense in C(E") w.r.t, uniform norm. 
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Using [-F 80, Chap. 6] we conclude that for (any) /~ as in 3.4 there exists 
a Hunt process 191 associated to @A, D@A)). In JAR 89b1 it was shown that 
at least for certain locally convex spaces E this process is a diffusion having 
some X ~ N ( E )  with /~(X)= 1 as an invariant set (see [F 80, Sect. 4.21), hence 
it is also associated to (gA, D(gA))" More precisely, we have the following: 

Theorem 3.6 Suppose one of the following conditions is satisfied: 

(i) E is itself a Hilbert space and the embedding H ~ E is compact. 
(ii) E is a Banach space such that the embedding H ~ E is compact, # is k-quasi- 
invariant for each ke K and there exists a sequence (P,),~ of orthogonal projections 

H having finite dimensional range contained in E' (i.e. each P, is of the form 
/ 

o n  

y, <e j, �9 }n e j, meN,  {e/1 <j < m} ~ E', an orthonormal system in (H, ( ,  }n) 
J=l ( 
such that P~TId u as n-*oo and Ilz-P.zlj~ ,0, in #-measure where each 

n - +  oo 

is of the form ~, e,(ej, "}~e . 
j=l 

(iii) E is a conuclear space and 

S [E,(l,z)~llz(dz)<o~ forevery leE' 
E 

Then the capacity on E associated with (NA, D(gA)) is tight and there exists a 
diffusion process M = (f2, Y ,  (Xt) t >= o, (P~)~E) on E associated to (gA, D (CA)). 

The proof for case (i) was given in JAR 89b, Sect. 3b]. In case (iii) the 
existence of M was proved also in [AR 89b1 (see Sect. 3c). The tightness of 
the capacity easily follows from the proof by Lemma 1.3(iii) above. Note that 
p (in (A)(ii) above) was assumed to be constant in [AR 89b1 (see Remarks 
1.12(iv), 3.0). But this was only used to prove the closability of (gA, ~ C ~ )  
which is ensured in our more general situation by Theorem 3.1 above. Case 
(ii) was proved in [K 82]. We emphasize that condition (C2)(3) in [K82] is 
superfluous, hence it is not included in 3.6(ii). 

Remark 3.7 (i) If E is a Banach space and if A = I d u  it follows by [Sc 901 that 
then there always exists a diffusion associated with (gA, D(gA))" It appears that 
the method in [Sc 90] can be modified to cover the case for general A satisfying 
condition (A) above. Since by [LR 901 we always have tightness of the corre- 
sponding capacity if an associated diffusion exists and if E is polish, this would 
imply that assumptions (ii) and (i) in 3.6 simplify to merely assuming that E 
is a Banach space. 
(ii) Note that since N(E) is generated by E' (cf. [Ba 70, Expos6 no. 8, No. 7, 
Corollaire]) it easily follows that (t, co)~-*Xt(o)) is NOR)| Y-measurable. 

Corollary 3.8 Suppose that one of the conditions (i~(iii) in Theorem 3.6 is satisfied. 
I f  for ueL2(E; #), u >O 

(3.7) p, u(z):= j u(Xt) dP=, z+E, t>O, 
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then pr u is a quasi-continuous (#-)version of Tt u for t > 0 such that 

(3.8) t~--~ pt u(z) is continuous on [0, oo[for each z~E if u is continuous and bounded. 

Proof The assertion is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.6, Lemma 1.3 (iv) 
and IF 80, Theorem 4.3.30)], since M is the restriction of 291 to an 1Vl-invariant 
set X ~ N ( E )  with #(X) = 1 (cf. [AR 89c, Proof of Theorem 2.7]). []  

4 Fukushima decomposition for diffusion forms on E 

Let us recap our assumptions: Let E, H, p be as in Sect. 3 such that (C.I) 
holds. For  simplicity, we assume that (E, ~(E)) is a standard Borel space (cf. 
Remark 1.4) Let A: E~C~Lf~(H) be strongly measurable such that (A) holds 
and let (gA, D(&A)) be the corresponding diffusion form defined in Proposition 
3.1. We fix some compact separable metric space/~ which is a compactification 
of E such that the image Dirichlet form (#A, D (OVA)) obtained via the embedding 
i: E ~ / ~  (cf. Sect. 1) is regular on L2(/~; ~i). (Such a space /~ always exists by 
Proposition 3.4.) In addition, we assume that 

(C.2) The capacity Cap on E associated with (gA, D(gA)) is tight. 
(C.3) There exists a diffusion M=(f2,  ~ ,  (X~)ta0, (P~)~) on E associated to 

(gA, D (CA)). 

Remark 4.0 (C.2) implies (C.3) if E is metrizable (cf. [AR 89b, Sect. 2]) and it 
can be shown that (C.3) implies (C.2) if E is polish (cf. [LR 90]). 

Recall that (C.2), (C.3) always hold in the cases (i)-(iii) specified in Theorem 
3.6 (see also Remark 3.7(i)) and (E, .~(E)) is standard Borel in these cases. 
Note  also that (C.2) implies that CaJ'p(/~\E)=0 by Lemma 1.3(iv), in particular 
~(~\E)=0. 

We know by Remark 1.4 that EsN(/~), hence it follows by [F 80, Theorem 
4.1.3] that M is the restriction of a Hunt  process IVI:=(f), ~-, ()?t)t>_0, (~)~:)  
defined on /~ in such a way that each z E E \ E  is a trap for the process and 
E is IVLinvariant (cf. [F 80] for the exact definition of t9I). In addition, we 
know by assumption that M has continuous sample paths even w.r.t, the finer 
(original) topology on E. Clearly, by definition M is associated to the image 
Dirichlet form (g, D (#")) on/~. 

Below we denote as usual, the expectation w.r.t. P~ by E~ and set (cf. (3.7)) 
p~u(z):=E~[u(Xt)] for u: E ~ [ 0 ,  oo[, ~(E)-measurable. We denote quantities 
corresponding to (#, D(&")) and 1~1 by an additional w,, (e.g. /~,  Ca'p, q.e~'2, etc.). 
We consider any function u on E as a function on/~ by putting u = 0 on /~ \E .  

Proposition 4.1 Cap(A) = Ca/"p (A) = CaJp (A u (E\E))for every A ~ E. 

Proof Let U c E ,  U open, then U is a finely open set in /~ w.r.t, lVI. Since 
U~N'(/~) by Remark 1.4, the same arguments as in [K 82, Lemma 3.1] show 
that Cap(U)=CaJ'p(U) and thus Cap(A)=Ca1"p(A) for every A c E  by Lemma 
1.3(ii). The rest of the assertion follows by Lemma 1.3(iv) and the subadditivity 
(1.7) of Cap. []  
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Since (o~A, D (~A)) is a regular Dirichlet form on the compact separable metric 
space /~, all assumptions on 1~ in [F 80, Sect. 4, 5] are satisfied. Therefore, 
all results obtained there, are applicable and will hence give valuable information 
about M which is the process we are interested in. In particular, we will see 
below that the Fukushima decomposition holds for M and that as in the finite 
dimensional case one can derive an explicit formula for the bracket of the mar- 
tingale part. 

Subsequently we use the notions additive functional, martingale additive func- 
tional (abbreviated MAF) of finite energy and continuous additive functional 
(abbreviated CAF) of zero energy in the sense of IF 80, w 5.1, w 5.2]. We only 
recall that if M-'=(Mt)t>o is a MAF of M of finite energy then there exists 
SaE,  SeN(E) with Cap(S)=0 such that (M,  ~ ,  P~)t>o is a martingale for 
each z s E \ S  (cf. Sect. 1 for the definition of (~)t > o). This follows for M replacing 
M by IF 80 w 5.2(II)] and then for M by Proposition 4.1. 

Lemma 4.2 Let ueL2(E; #), then: 

(i) E~[ilul(Xs)ds]<~176176176 

#-version of u is chosen. 

(ii) Nt.'= f u(Xs)ds, t >O, is a CAF of M of zero energy. 
0 

Proof (i) For z~E we have that 

Ez[i [u](Xs)ds]=Ez[i lul(Xs)ds]<et ~ e-~pslul(z)ds. 

A 

By [F 80, Theorem 4.3.3] the right hand side is quasi-continuous on E, hence 
finite q.e., thus finite @ by Proposition 4.1. 
(ii) (Nt)t> o is clearly a CAF of M. By IF 80, (5.2.12)] it is of zero energy. [] 

Theorem 4.3 (Fukushima decomposition) Let u~D(gA) and let ~ be a quasi-con- 
tinuous #-version of u. Then the additive functional 07(Xt)-ff(Xo))t_>_o of M can 
uniquely be represented as 

(4.1) ,~ (x , ) - ,~ (Xo)  = M?~ + N,E.~ t__> O, 

where ME"l,=(M["l)t>o is a MAF of M of finite energy and N["~:=(Nt[Ul)t>__0 is 
a CAF of M of zero energy. 

Proof By [F 80, Theorem 5.2.2] the assertion holds for 19I and /~ replacing 
M and E. By the definition of 1VI, Propositions 3.3, 4.1 and Lemma 1.3(iv) 
it then follows for M and E. 

Remark 4.4 (i) We recall that according to the terminology of [-F 80] Eq. (4.1) 
is in the sense of equivalence of additivefunctionals, i.e. (4.1) holds P~-a.e. for 
all z s E except a set S c E (depending on u) with Cap (S)= 0. 
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(ii) In the case that usD(L) where L is the generator associated to (SA, D(gA) ), 
(4.1) reduces to the usual semimartingate decomposition with 

t 

Nt C"l = ~ (Lu) (X~) d s, t ~ O. 
o 

Similarly to the finite dimensional case (cf. IF 80, Example 5.2.1]) we can 
calculate the bracket (M ~"1} of M ~"~ for ueD(gA). 

.Proposition 4.5 Let u~D(SA), then 

(4.2) (,ME"1)t: i (A (Xs) V ~ u (X~), V p u (X~))H d s, t >= O. 
0 

Proof We define 

p(z):=f(A(z) VPu(z), V~ if zEE, 
to if zEE~'~E, 

and i~ :=[  p(3~) ds, t>0.  Then it follows by [F 80, Lemma 5.1.6 and Theorem 
o 

3.2.3] that 
P~Uq< o% t>0]  = 1 

for ~l.e. zeE. Consequently, (~)t~o is a CAF of 1~I and we have for f : /~-4 [0, 
oo [, N(/~)-measurable, that 

1 ~  [ '  ^ ~ ] .  1 t ~ s ( f p ) d f i d  s 
t ~  o 

1 ' 5fp  Idpds=Vpd =T;  f 

where the tast step follows by the fact that t ~D (L) hence t ~D(L) and L1 = L t --0, 
thus ir),~ 1 = 1 fi-a.e.  By IF 80, Theorem 5A.3] it follows that the unique smooth 
measure (of. IF 80, p. 72]), that is associated to 27:=(~)~__>o is pfl. For wD(~A) 
let t2<~> denote the unique smooth measure associated with (.~]r~l}. We want 
to show that also 

By Theorem 3.1 we know that if  u,=sup(inf(u, n), -n) ,  n~N, then for all 
feD(gA) c~ [~ (E; p) 

(4.3) 23A(un.f u,)--ga(u~,f)=~f(z)(A(z) VPun(z), V'u,(z)}Hl~(dz ). 

Consequently, by [F 80, Theorem 5,2.3] 

(4.4) 12<~~ (dz) = (A(z) VPu,(z), VPu,(z)}~ fi(d z). 
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Since by IF 80, Proof of Lemma 5.4.6] 

[(5 ]fl d~<,>) I/2-(51f1 d ]~(u,~)) 1/2"]2 <~2 llfl] o~ Wa(u-u., u-u.). 

(4.4) implies that ft<@~p.fl. By the uniqueness part of IF 80, Theorem 5.1,3] 
we now have that (M t 1)= N, hence clearly 

(MM>t = 5 (A(X,) V~' u(X~), V*'u(X~))nds, t >=O, 
0 

and (4.2) is proven. U] 

5 The case of classical Dirichlet forms 

In this section we consider the same situation as described at the beginning 
of Sect. 4, but confine ourselves to the case where A(z)--Idn for all zeE. We 
also set g:=g~d,~, i.e. we consider the Dirichlet from (g, D(g)) which is the 
closure of 

(5.1) g(u, v)= �89 Vv)~ d#.; u, ve,~-C~ ~ 

In particular, (E, D((Y)) is a classical Dirichlet form on U(E; #) in the sense 
of [-AR 90a]. We equip E' with the strong topology, hence 

(5.2) E' c H( c E) densely and continuously. 

We replace condition (C.t) by the following stronger condition (recall that well- 
(~-)admissibility implies (/,-)admissibility; cf. Theorem 2.8): 
(C.I)' There exists a dense linear subspace K of E' consisting of wetl-(p-)admissi- 

hie (cf. Definition 2.7) elements in E. 
Then fie is defined by (2.16) for each keK. (Note that in Sects. 3, 4 we did 
not use well-admissibility at all.) We also assume that 

(C.4) 

and define for k e K, 

(5.3) 

j'E,(k,z)2 #(dz)< ov for all keK, 

u~ (z):=~,(k, z ) >  z~E. 

If L is the generator of (~, D(g)), with domain D(L) then (L, D(L)) can be 
recovered fi'om (& D(g)) as follows: 

(5.4) D(L)= {ueD(#)lv~,8(u, v), reD(d), is continuous on Li(E; ,z)} 

and for ueD(L) 

(5.5) (--Lu, v)~ = g(u, v) for all v~D(g) 

(el. IF 80, w t.3]), 

Lemma 5.1 Let k~K. Then uk~D(~L ) and ~Uk=�89 
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~176 Proof We may assume that k+0 .  Let Z,,~Co ( ) ,  n~N, such that 0<)~ ,<  1, 
0 < ) ( , < 2  and z , = t  on [ - n ,  n]. Then f,,=Z,(U~)'Uk~,~C~, f ,  "~Uk in 

La(E; #) and Vf, ~k in U ( E ~ H ;  #) by (C.4). Hence UkeD(g) (since (g, D(g)) 
n ---* oo 

is closed) and Vu~=k (cf. Remark 3.2(ii)). But for all v~D(g)cD(g~) by (2,9) 
and Theorem 2.8 

! Ou 
g(uk, v)=�89 Vv)n d p = z  S-~-~: d #  = -~-~flkv d#. 

Hence by (5.4), (5.5) u~D(L) and Luk=�89 and then the same holds for the 
generator L of (~, D(g")). []  

Remark 5.2 (i) E.g. if dim E <  0% assumption (C.4) can be dropped using the 
notion of being "locally in D(g)" (cf. IF  80, p. 160] and also [F 81, 82, 84]), 
(ii) If u(z):=f(~,(kl, z)E, ..., E,@,,, z)~), zeE, for k 1, ..., km~K and f ~ C ~ ( N  m) 
it can be seen as in Lemma 5.1 that usD(L) and that for any e~ . . . . .  e,~K 
forming an orthonormal system in H such that k 1 . . . . .  k~ are in the linear span 
of el, ..., % 

(5.6) L u =  Z i_ae \aej+/ o, - 
i = 1  

We can now easily compute the components in the Fukushima decomposi- 
tion (4.1) of(Uk(Xt)--Uk(XO)),>=o for k~K. (Observe that gk=u~ since uk is continu- 
ous.) 

Theorem 5.3 Let k~K. Then the decomposition (4.1) reads 

(5.7) u~(Xk)--uk(Xo)= Wtk +~" ~ fik(X~) ds, t >= O, 
0 

where for all zsE\Sk for some Sk ~ E with Cap (Sk) = 0 the continuous martingale 
(W, k, .7~, G)t>=o is a (one-dimensional) (YS)teo-Brownian motion starting at zero 
(cf [IW81,  Definition 7.2]) !f !I k H ~ = i. 

Proof. By Lemma 5.1 and Remark 4.4 we know that the CAF of zero energy 

be (~-i fi~(Xs)ds t for u=uk.  H e n c e w e c a n f i u d  SkcE Nru~l in (4.1)must  
\ / 0 t~o t 

such that Cap(Sk)=0 and for each zEE\S~, t~-~ ~ flk(X~) ds is continuous ~.-- a.s. 
0 

(cf. Lemma 4.2) and (M~ u~j, o.~, Pz)t>_ o is a martingale which is hence also continu- 
ous with MLo "kJ --0. By Proposit ion4.5 we know that 

(5.8) ( M ~ I ) , =  j" (Vuk(Xs)" Vuk(Xs))nds= k ! 2 ds=t  l k l i  2 H H .  
0 0 
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If ilk!IH=l, it follows by P. Levy's characterization of Brownian motion that 
(Mf"kl),_>_ o is an (fi)t=>o-Brownian motion starting at zero under each P~, 
z s E \ S , .  [] 

By Theorem 5.3 we know that for each k~K,  (uk(Xt), fit, P~),~ 0 is a semimar- 
tingale for q.e. z~E. Now we want to look at the corresponding system of 
stochastic differential equations. 

Lemma 5.4 Let k, k' ~K. Then 

(5.9) ( W  k, Wk')t = t  @, k')r~, t >O 

under P~for q.e. z~E (where (Wtk)t>o, k~K,  is as in (5.7)). 

Proof Since u~--~M ~"~ is linear (cf. IF 80, Corollary 1, p. 139]) we may assume 
that k = k'. But then (5.9) is just (5.8). [] 

Proposition5.5 Let kl . . . . .  kdeK be an orthonormal system in H. Then Wtt 
:=(~kl . . . . .  Wtkd), t>O, is a d-dimensional (fi)t>=o-Brownian motion starting at 
zero under P~for q.e. z~E. 

Proof This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 5.4 and P. Levy's theo- 
rem. [] 

Lemma 5.6 There exists K o c  K separating the points of E such that Ko is an 
orthonormal basis in H. 

Proof. Since K is dense in E' and E' separates the points of E by the Hahn-Banach 
theorem, K also has this property. Since E is Souslinean, we obtain by [Sch 73, 
Proposition 4, p. 105] that there exists a countable subset K I of K still separating 
the points of E. Therefore, the linear span of KI is in particular dense in H. 
Applying Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to Kt  we obtain K0. [] 

Theorem 5.7 Let K o c K be as in Lemma 5.6. Then for q.e. z e E, ({E'(k, Xt)EIk ~ Ko}, 
f i ,  P~)t>-0 solves the following system of stochastic differential equations 

d Yt k = d Wtk + �89 fi k ( ( Ytk)k ~ ro) d t , k e K o 
(5.10) 1~ = ~,(k, z) e 

where {(Wtk)t>_olk~Ko} is a collection of independent one dimensional 
(fi)t>=o-Brownian motions starting at zero (and where according to Lemma 5.6 
we identify zEE with (~,(k, Z)E)k~Ko" 

Proof The assertion follows immediately from Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 
5,5. [] 

Remarks 5.8 Theorem 5.7 just says that using the corresponding Dirichlet form 
we have constructed a weak solution of (5. I0) (cf. [RW 87, Definition V. (16.1)]). 

6 Solution of  the SDE 

In this section let E, H, # be as in Sect. 3 satisfying (C.1)' (cf. Sect. 5), (C.2)-(C.4) 
(cf. Sect. 4,5). 
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Theorem 5.7 gives a "componentwise" weak solution of our stochastic differ- 
ential equation (0.1). After developping the proper set-up the proof was just 
an application of results in IF 80]. In this section we want to "locate" the 
paths of the infinite dimensional processes involved. In fact, we shall prove 
that they are all diffusions in E. 

The following technical lemma will be crucial below. Recall that if E is 
a Banach space (hence separable e.g. by (3.0)) and if ]] I1 E, denotes the operator 
norm on E' then B',:={I~E'I[ItII~,<n}, n~[0, oo[, equipped with the weak*- 
topoplogy is compact (by the Banach/Ataoglu-theorem) and metrizable by some 
metric d,, hence in particular separable. Let D, ~ K be a countable dense subset 
of (B',, dO, ne]N, such that D, cD~+~ for every n~N.  Let/5,, be the Q-linear 
span of D, and set 

(6.0) D := U /5,. 
n~N 

Lemma 6.1 Suppose E is a Banach space and let (f2, sr be an arbitrary measurable 
space. Let D( c K) be as in (6.0) and let 7k : f2 ~ IR, keD, be sr maps. 
Then there exists an ~r map c~: (2--* E such that 

e:(k, cr ~k forall keD 

P-a.s .  for every probability measure P on (f2, d )  satisfying the .following two 
conditions: 
O) k~-*ak is tD-linear P-a.s .  
(ii) There exists a probability measure v e on (E, N(E)) such that 

(6.1) ~ exp(iek) d P  =~ exp(i~,(k, z ) j  ve(dz) for each keD. 

Proof Let D* denote the set of all Q-linear maps from D to IR and let D(, >D* : 
D x D* ~ I R  be the corresponding dualization. Let o-(D) denote the o--algebra 
on D* generated by all maps z~--~D(k, z)D., zeD*, where k runs through D. 
Clearly, the set 

f2 o ,= {co e f21 k w-~ ~k (co), k e D, is Q-linear} 

belongs to oar Define ~: s by 

D(k,g(co)>o,:=fa~(co) if keD and o)ef2 o 
if keD and coef2\O o" 

Then 5 is d/~r(D)-measurable. Define 

f21 := {co e f21:7 (co) extends to an N-linear weak*-continuous map on E'}. 

Setform, n~N,D.,m,={(k,k')~D, x D . , d . ( k , k ' ) < l } .  Then 

(6.2) E~ 9 ,  = 1 ,, = 1 ~k,k')~D..~ zeD*]]D(k,z>D,--D(k',Z>D,[<: e~(D). 
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For each z s E  o the map k~--~D@, z}D., k~D,,  extends to a weak*-continuous 
map on (B',, d,) for every n ~ N  in a compatible way to define a linear functional 
on E'. By a consequence of the Krein-Smulian theorem (cf. e.g. [Pe 88, 2.5II. 
Corollary]) this functional is weak*-continuous (on E), hence Qt = ~-l(Eo) and 
therefore ~2~eJ.  If coeO~, then clearly there exists c~(co)sE such that ~,(k, 
~(co)}~=D@, ~(o~)}D. for all kcD and we set c~(e))=0~E if co60 t. Then ~ is 
~//N(E)-measurable by (6.2) and since D is weak*-dense in E', it remains to 
prove that P(f21)= 1 for each P satisfying (i) and (ii). 

So fix a probability measure P on ((2, J )  satisfying (i) and (ii) and define 
~Te,=Po~ -~ (i.e. the image measure of P under ~) on (D*, a(D)). Let T: E ~ D *  
be defined by r(z)(k)=~,@, z}~, k~D, z~E. Then r i s  one to one, N(E)/a(D)- 
measurable and T(E)= E o. By (i), (ii) it follows that v~,o T - ~ =  ve as measures 
on (D*, a(D)), hence 

P(f2~)=~p(Eo)=vp(E)=l. [] 

For t > 0  let #~ denote the standard Gaussian cylinder measure on H (cf. e.g. 
[Ku 75, Chap I, w 4]). Then for t > 0  

(6.3 a) ~ exp (i@, h)~) #~(d h)= e x p ( -  �89 II k I] ~), k e H  
H 

and each #t induces a finitely additive measure /2 t on the cylinder sets of E 
defined by 

(6.3 b) fit({zeEi(~,@l, z}~ . . . .  , ~,(k,, z}~)eA}) 

:=#t({heH[(@l, h)n . . . .  , @,,  h)n)eA}) 

for AeN(IRn), kl . . . . .  k ,~E ' ( cH) .  Note that since E is Souslinean the cylinder 
sets of E generate N(E) (cf. [Ba 70, Expos6 n ~ 8, N ~ 7, Corollaire]). 

Now we consider our Hunt  process 1M=(s i f ,  (Xt),~o, (P_,)z~) studied in 
Sect. 5 and apply Lemma 6.1 to obtain that (Wtk)t>__o, k e K ,  appearing in the 
decomposition (5.7), gives rise to an E-valued Brownian motion. 

Theorem 6.2 Suppose that 

(6.4) E is a Banach space (with norm It II ~). 
(6.5) Each fit, t > O, (as in (6.3b)) extends to a (probability) measure #* on (E, N (E)). 

Then there exists a map W:Q ~ C([0, co[, E) having the following properties: 
(i) co~--~ t4~(co),=W(co)(t), coe~2, is N/q~(E)-measurable for t >0. 
(ii) There exists a set S e E  with Cap(S)=0  such that under each P~, z s E \ S ,  
W=(Wt)t~o is an (~)t>_o-Brownian motion on E starting at O~E with covariance 

(iii) For each k~K,  ~,@, Wt}~=I/V~ k, t>=O, P~-a.s. for all z~E outside a set of 
capacity zero (depending on k). 

Remark 6.3 (i) We recall that 6.2(ii) means that under each P~, z EE\ S ,  for all 
O<s<t ,  W~--W~ is independent of ~ and E,(k, W,--W~}~, keE',  is mean zero 
Gaussian with variance (t-- s) It k [i 2- 
(ii) The transition function of Wis given by 

(6.6) n~(z, dz') = #* o T~-1 (d z'), zeE,  t> O. 
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where T~(z'):=z'-z, z 'eE (cf. [Gr  65] and also [Ku 75] for details). As in the 
case where dim E < c~ the Fourier transform of the joint distributions at finitely 
many times is easily calculated to be 

E~[exp (ij~= ~ ~,(kj, Wtj)E)]=exp (--�89 j ,~  ~ min(tj, t~) (kj, lh)u), 

zeE\S;  t 1 .. . .  , t , ~ 0 ;  kx, ..., k, eE'. 

(iii) Clearly, (6.5) is also a necessary condition for Theorem 6.2 to hold. 

Examples 6.4 (i) Let E be a real Banach space and H as before. Let # be a 
probability measure on (E, N(E)) such that (C.1)' and (C.4) hold. Note  that 
by Remark 3.7(i) (C.2), (C.3) are always fulfilled. Theorem 6.2 applies if in addi- 
tion E is the completion of H w.r.t, some #cmeasurable norm on H for some 
(and hence all) t>0 ,  then (6.5) holds (this is in fact equivalent with (6.5)). For  
details we refer to [Gr 65] and also [Ku 75, Chap. I, w 4] and [Y 89, Sect. 4]. 
We only mention here that this is the case if E itself is a Hilbert space and 
the embedding H c E is Hilbert-Schmidt. 
(ii) Let E be a conuclear space and H as before. Let # be a probability measure 
on (E, N(E)) such that (C.1)' holds and 

~IE,<t, z> 2 #(dz) < oe for all lEE'. 

Then (E, ~(E)) is a standard Borel space and conditions (C.2)-(C.4) hold (cf. 
Theorem 3.6(iii)). By Corollary 6.5 below, Theorem 6.2 applies in this case. 

Proof of Theorem 6.2 Let D c K be as (6.0). It follows by IF 80, Corollary 1(i), 
p. 139] and Theorem 5.3 above (see also Remark 4.4(i)) that we can find a 
set S c E with Cap (S)= 0 such that for each z e E\S,  k ~ W k,=(Wtk)t z 0 is Q-linear 
on D, ~--a .s .  and that Ez[exp(iWtk)]=exp(-�89 2) for all kE/), t>0 .  Now, 
fixing t>0 ,  by (6.4), (6.5) we can apply Lemma 6.1 with d = ~  and ~k'.=W~ k 
to obtain that there exists an ~ / ~  (E)-measurable map 17Vtt k : fJ ~ E such that 

(6.7) ~,(k, I7~>E=W,k forall k~D,P~-a.s, foreach zeE\S .  

Now we modify (ITvtt)t>__o to get path continuous version: By (6.6) and scaling 
it follows that for z~E\S,  t, s>O, 

E~ [-{l fff-- ~/]II 2] =~ ilztl z #*(dz)(t--s) 

which is finite by the Fernique/Skorohod theorem (cf. e.g. [St 84, Theorem 
(3.41)]). Consequently by e.g. [Ho 85, Proposition i]  (cf. [R 88a, Theorem 5.1] 
for the modification needed here) there exists a map W: f2 ~ C([0, cr,~), E) such 
that for each t>0 ,  co~-~W,(c0):=W(co)(t), coef2, is G-measurable and Wt= 17Vtt 
P~-a.s. for all zeE\S .  (Note here that the dependence of the random variable 
B, in [R 88a, Theorem 5.1, formula (5.4)] on P~ is only via the distribution 
of X t - X ~ ,  s < t, in E under P~, hence can be chosen uniformly for all ~ ,  zeE\S ,  
in this case). Since each ~ is complete, (i) is proven. 

By the continuity of the sample paths and (6.7) it follows that E,(k, W~) E = Wt k, 
t>O, keD, P~--a.s. for zeE\S .  By [F 80, Corollary l(ii), p. 139] this implies 
(iii). 
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It remains to show that W=(~)~eo is an (~)~ao-Brownian motion on E. 
By Theorem 5.3 we may assume that for each k~D, (Wt g, fit, ~)~==o is an 
(fit)~o-Brownian motion on IR for all zEE\S.  Hence by (6.7) under each P~, 
z~E\S ,  the random variable ~,(k, Wt-- I~])e is mean zero Gaussian with covari- 
ance (t-s)l tkl l~ for all O<s<t  and k~D. Consequently the same is true for 
all keE'. Since for O<s<t  the a-algebra {(W~- W~)~(B)IBe~(E)} on f2 is equal 
to the a-algebra generated by {E,(k, Wt-W~)~Ik~D} on f2, it follows again 
by Theorem 5.3 and (6.7) that W t - ~  is independent of ~ .  Since W-(Wt)t=>0 
has continuous sample paths and because of part (i), it follows that W is an 
(~t)t~ o -Brownian motion on E. [] 

Corollary 6.5 Theorem 6.2 remains true if instead of (6.4), (6.5) we assume that 
E is conuclear and that 

~]~,(l,z)~l#(dz)< oo foratt teE' 

(Note that this is not implied by (C.4) since K + E' in general). 

Proof It follows by [AR 89b, Proposition 3.7] that there exists a real Hilbert 
space (Eo, (,)Eo) such that E o c E densely and continuously with #(E0)= 1 and 
H c E 0 is Hilbert Schmidt and dense. Similarly as in [AR 89b, Proof of Theorem 
3.9] we can restrict (E, D(g)) and hence NI to E o and by Example 6.40) part 
(b) we can then apply Theorem 6.2 with state space Eo. By the same argument 
as in the proof of Proposition 4.1 and since E o c E  continuously the assertion 
follows. [] 

As a simple consequence we now have: 

Theorem 6.6 Assume (6.4), (6.5) or let E be as in 6.5 and let W and S be as 
in 6.2. Then there exists a map N: (2 ~ C([0, oo[, E) having the following properties 

(i) o)~-~Nt(co)-'=N(co)(t), c~E~2, is fitfi~(E)-measurabte for each t >-_O. 
t 

(ii) For each k~K, E,@, Nt)~=~ Y fik(X~) ds, t>=O, P~-a.s. for all z6E outside 
0 

a set of capacity zero (depending on k). 
(iii) X , = z  + ~l/; + Nt, t >=O, P~-a.s.Jbr all z e E \ S .  

Proof Define N : = X - W  where X: Y2--~C([0, oo[, E) is given by X(o~)(t) 
,=X,(co)-Xo(c~), co6f2, t=>0. Then (i) obviously holds by Theorems 6.2 from 
which (ii), (iii) also follow by (5.7). [] 

Remark 6.7 If v is a probability measure on (E, ~(E)) charging no set of zero 
capacity then 6.6(iii) implies that 

(6.8) X t = X o  + We + Nt, t>0 ,  P~ ,=~P~ v(dz) -  a.s. 

Observe that v=P~oXo 1. 
Now let us come back to our stochastic differential equation (0.1). Theorem 

6.6, of course, implies that the diffusion process IM solves (0.1) in a sense, except 
that we have not defined ft. And in fact, in our above general situation there 
is no guarantee that k~-,flk(Z), keK,  is represented by an element in E for # -  a.e. 
z~E. We introduce the following condition: 
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(C.5) E is a Banach space such that there exists a N(E)/N(E)-measurable map 
fl: E ~ E such that 
(i) ~,(k, fl)~=flk #--a.s. for each k6K.  
(ii) ~ II fi]]~ d # <  oo. 

To avoid confusion, in 6.8, 6.9 below we denote the embedding E ' ( c H ) c E  
(cf. (3.0)) byj .  Therefore, we write fii{k) instead of fig (cf. Theorem 2.8). 

Remark 6.8 (i) Suppose E is a Banach space and assume that there exists 
a Hilbert space (Ho, ( , )o )  such that H o c E  densely and continuously, 
hence E ' c H ~ = H  o C E  densely and continuously. Assume furthermore, that 
fij(k.) ~ d 0, in #-measure, if k, ~K, n~N,  such that kn , - . ~  0 in (H 0, ( , )o) .  Then, 

since the map k~--~fij(k ), kaK,  is linear (cf. Theorem 2.8), it extends to a continuous 
(#--a.e.) linear map from H o into the space of all ~(E)-measurable functions 
(equipped with the (metrizable) topology "convergence in measure"). We denote 
this extension also by kv--~flS(k), k e H  o. By Bochner's theorem it easily follows 
that there exists a Cylinder measure ,7 on Ho such that 

(6.9) yexp(i f l i (k))d#= ~ exp(i(k,h)no),7(dh ) forall k ~ H  o. 
Ho 

If E is the completion of H 0 w.r.t, a ,7-measurable norm, ,7 "lifts" to a measure 
v on (E, ~(E)) (cf. [Y 89, Theorem 3.1] and also [Ka 71]) such that 

I exp(ifi~(k))d# = ~ exp( i~ ' (k ,z )E)#(dz)  for all keE'.  
E 

It then follows by Lemma 6.1 (with (s d ) = ( E ,  ~(E)) that (C.5) (i) holds. 
(ii) Note that if (C.5) (i) holds and v=#of1-1 is mean zero Gaussian, then (C.5) 
(ii) automatically holds by the Fernique/Skorohod theorem (cf. e.g. [-St 84, Theo- 
rem (3.41)]). In particular, (C.5) holds if # is a mean zero Gaussian measure 
on (E, N(E)) such that /-/ is its reproducing kernel Hilbert space, i.e. (E, /-/, 
#) is an abstract Wiener space (cf. [-Gr 65] and also [Ku 75]). In this case fl 
is the identity. For more details we refer to Sect. 7.1 below where the case 
of general linear fl is studied. 

The following proposition gives a sufficient condition which implies (C.5) 
and which is easy to satisfy in applications by "making E large enough" (cf. 
e.g. Remarks 7.3 (iii), 7.7 and 7.9 (iii) below). 

Proposition 6.9 Assume that E is a Hilbert space such that the following condition 
holds 

(6.10) There exists a Hilbert space (H o, (,)Ito) such that E ' c H  o densely by 
a Hilbert-Schmidt map and there exists c6]0, oo[ such that 

Iflj2(k)d#<=cllk[]~o foral l  k~K.  

Then (C.5) holds. 

Proof By (6.10) also H o = H~  c E densely by a Hilbert-Schmidt map hence any 
cylinder measure on Ho "lifts" to a measure on (E, N(E)) (cf. [Y 89, Theorem 
3.23 or [H 80, Theorem 3.1]). Hence, by Remark 6.8(i) there exists fl: E ~ E  
as in (C.5) (i). 
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Below we use the embeddlngs E Ho = H ;  c E and not (3.0). Because Ho ~ E 
densely by a Hilbert-Schmidt map we can find an orthonormal basis {e.[ neN}  

t y ~ of(Ho,  (,)Ho) contained in K ( ~ E  ~Ho- -Ho  E) and 2 ,>0 ,  n~N,  with ~ 2, 2 
< ~ such that {e,,/2~ In -N}  is an orthonormal basis of (E, ( ,  >E) and "= 

(6.11) (e.,h>E=Z~ (e~,h>zo 2 = 2 ,  ~,(e,, h)~ for all h e H o ( c E ) , n ~ N .  

(6.11) implies that 

n = l  

n = l  

~2  2 

n = l  

<c ~ ,~.~< ~. 
n = l  

where the third step follows by (6.10). []  

If (C.5) holds. Theorem 6.6 can be improved and its proof becomes much 
simpler. In fact, N~ appearing in the decomposition of our diffusion process 
(Xt)t~o in 6.6 (iii) can now be defined directly as the Bochner integral of ft. 
To explain this more precisely we note that by Lemma 4.2(i), if 

t 

QO:={o~ ]]flil ~(X~)ds< oo for all t >  0} 

then there exists a set S c E of capacity zero such that 

(6.12) P~(Qo) = 1 for all z~E\S .  

Hence (since s ~-~ fi(X~ (co)) is strongly measurable) the Bochner integrals in 

t 

(6.13) Nt.'= 1~o.�89 ~ fi(Xs) ds, t>0 ,  
0 

exist and N.-=(Nt)t~ o is an E-valued, (~,~)~ o adapted process having continuous 
sample paths. Using this we obtain the above-mentioned improvement of Theo- 
rem 6.6: 

Theorem 6.10 Assume (C.5) holds. Then there exists a map W: Y2~C([0, oo[, 
E) such that for q.e. zEE under P~, W-(14")t>__ o is an (Yt)t>o-Brownian motion 
on E starting at zero with covariance ( , ) u  such that for q.e. z~E 

t 

(6.14) X t = z +  Wt+�89 ~ fi(Xs) ds, t>O, P~- a.s. 
0 
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Proof Define Wt==Xt--Xo--Nt, t>__O (where N is as in (6.13)). Then W-'=(~)t_>_o 
has continuous sample paths, starts at zero and is (~)teo-adapted. By [Yo 74, 
Corollary 2, p. 134] we have that for all z e E \ S  (where S is as in (6.12)) P~- a.s. 

t 

~,@, Nt)E =�89 j E,(k, fl(X~))~ ds, t>O, kEE'. 
0 

It now follows from the decomposition (5.7) that 

~,(k, WtS~= Wt k, t>O, k~D, 

~ - a . s .  for all zeE\S,  where D is as in Lemma 6.1. It now follows as in the 
last part of the proof of Theorem 6.2 that W=(W~)t>o is an (o~)~a0-Brownian 
motion on E with covariance ( , ) n .  [] 

Remark 6.I1 O) As in Remark 6.7, we have that (6.14) holds for more general 
initial distributions. 
(ii) Theorem 6.10 says that our diffusion process IM solves the stochastic differen- 
tial equation (0.1) weakly. 
(iii) Theorem 6.10 generalizes Theorem 3.3 in [-AH-K 77a] where under more 
restrictive assumptions the particular case where the initial distribution was 
equal to the invariant measure #, was treated. The methods in the proof only 
work in this special case and are different from the ones in this paper. 

7 Applications 

I The linear case and second quantization 

To illustrate how our general results apply, we start with the simple case where 
fl: E ~ E is linear which most readers will be familiar with. This case has been 
studied intensively by many authors (cf. e.g. [I 84], [-CA 87], Ko 88]). In the 
approach presented here we use apart from our results obtained in previous 
sections a procedure well-known in mathematical physics and called second 
quantization. On our way we will also prove several other new results, in particu- 
lar Theorem 7.6 below seems to be new. 

In what follows we fix E, # as in Sect. 2, but assume in addition that # 
is mean zero Gaussian, i.e. each teE' has a mean zero Gaussian distribution 
in IR under #, and that s u p p ~ = E .  Let H I be the real Hilbert space obtained 
by completing E' w.r.t, the norm associated with the inner product. 

(7 .1)  yE,(kt,z)~:~:,(kE,Z)e#(dz)=:(kl,k2)~l for all kt,kz~E'. 

For hsH1 we define Xh~L2(E; #) by 

(7.2) Xh:= lim ~,(k,, ")E in U(E;#)  
n ~ o o  
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where (k~)~ is any sequence in E' such that k~ ~h in H1. We have the 
n~o~ 

well-known (Wiener-Ito) chaos decomposition 

L2(E; #) = @ 
n>=0 

where Jf0,--lR, 3/~:--P~--<")@P(=<-~-t)~ nffN, with p(5~) being the closed linear 

span of the monomials f i  X b, m < n, hi . . . . .  h ~ H 1 ,  in L2(E; iJ). 
] - 1  

Now let A be a self-adjoint operator on H~ such that - A  _>_c Ida, for some 
c~]0, Go[ and consider the associated semigroup etA, t >0. Note that there exist 
associated operators F(e*A), t>O, on L2(E; N (cf. e.g. [S 74, w We recall 
that for any bounded linear operator B on H~ with operator norm !IBI!<I 
there exists a unique bounded Iinear operator F(B) on La(E; ~) with liF(B)li <= I 

defined by F(B) 1 = 1, F(B) : X b  :, '= : I-I XBhj :~, nEN, hi, ..., h ,~H I and 
! j = l  

by linearity. Here :: ~ means orthogonal projection onto J~. It is easy to see 
(cf. [S 74, 1.18a]) that for h~H~, t~O, andf(x)=s in  x or cos x, xMR, 

( 7 . 3 )  F(e~A)f(Xh) = f ( X ~  h) exp ( -  �89 h II ~, - It e tA h II ~,))- 

Since the linear span of {sin X~, cosXh~fh~, h2eH~} is dense in L2(E; ~) (cf. 
JAR 90a, Remark 3.i]) it now easily follows that T, := F(e~A), t>0,  is a strongly 
continuous semigroup of s3nnmetric contractions on LZ(E; p~). Let L be its genera- 
tor. Then L is negative definite and selfadjoint. It is straightforward to prove 
that if heD(A) then sin Xh, cos XheD(L) and 

(7,4) L(eos Xh) = ( A h, h >H, cos Xh-- X Ah sin ,X~ 

L(sin Xh) = ( A h, h >n~ sin X~ + X Ah COS X~ 

Defining 

(7.5) 

we have: 

d :=linear span of {sin Xa~, cos Xh~ 1 h 1, h2 e D (A)} 

Lemma 7.1 W ~ D(L) and d is a core of L (i.e. the operator closure of  L restricted 
m ~4 is L). 

Proof. We know that c l o D ( L )  and that d is dense in L2(E; #). Furthermore, 
T~d c.~J for all t > 0, hence the assertion1 follows by standard semigroup theory 
(cf. e.g. [RS 75, Theorem X.49]). D 

Remark 7.2 Define dF(A) as the closure of the linear operator given by 

dF(A): f i  Xh~:n= ~ :Xh~- .Xb_~XAbXb+, . . .X~,:~,  
j=l j=i 

noN,  h t . . . . .  h,~D(A). It is well-known (cf. e.g. [S 74, w L4]) and easy to check 
that L---dF(A), i.e. F(e~A)=e ter(A~, t >O. dF(A) is called the second quantization 
of A. 
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Now we want to determine the form (g, D(g)) on L2(E; #) associated with 

(T0t_> o resp. L (i.e. D(g)=  D ( ] / - ~ ) ,  g(u, v)= ( ~ s  l i l y ) u ,  u, reD(g)) which 
will turn out to be a classical Dirichlet form of type (5.1). Define. 

(7.6) H:=D(~--A) with inner product (h i ,  h2)n,=(]/-Aha,  ~ h z ) n l  

We need the following condition (connecting H and E): 

(7.7) H ~ E densely and continuously. 

Identifying H with H' we then have 

(7.8) E' c H ~ E densely and continuously 

where as before E' is equipped with the strong topology. Then e,(,  )e : E' • E ~IR 
restricted to E' x H coincides with ( , ) u .  

Remark 7.3 (i) Note that the embedding E ' c H  in (7.8) is compatible with (7.1) 
since H c H t continuously and densely. 
(ii) Let heD(A)(cH~E),  then ~,(k, h)e=(k, h)u= - ( k ,  Ah)~t, for each keE'. 
Hence by JAR 90a, Proposition 5.5], (7.1) and (7.2), h is well-#-admissible, # 
is h-quasi-invariant (cf. Remark 3.7) and/~h=XAh. In particular, (C.1) is always 
satisfied and (C.1)' is satisfied, if E'n D(A) is dense in E'. 
(iii) If one starts with a separable real Hilbert space H I and a self-adjoint A 
on Ha such that - A => const. I d ~  and if(H, ( , )n )  = (D ( ~ ) ,  ( ~ - ~ ' ,  ~ A .  )n~) 
then it is always possible to construct E and # such that E fulfills (7.7), as 
follows: by Bochner's theorem there exists a cylinder measure fi on H such 
that 

exp(i(h~,h)n)fi(dh)=exp(-l[Ih~l]~) for all h~H.  
H 

Let ]l [] be a fi-measurable norm on H which is weaker than 11 I[tt. If E is 
defined as the completion of H w.r.t. I] II, then the separable Banach space 
(E, Ir H) fulfills (7.7). Since HcH~ continuously, it follows by [Y 89, Theorem 
3.1] that fi "lifts" to a measure # on E such that (7.1) holds and such that 
supp/~ = E. 

Theorem 7.4 Let (H, (,)~) be as above and suppose (7.7) holds. Let (N,D(g)) 
be the form on La(E; #) associated with Tt=F(dA), t>O. Then (C, D(g)) is the 
closure of the form 

(7.9) ~(u, v):=S<Vu, Vv)n d#;  u, w ~ C ~  ~ 

In particular, (E, D(g)) is a Dirichlet form, hence (Tt)t >__ o is Markovian. 

Proof We know by Remark 7.3 (ii) that (C.1) holds, hence it follows by Theorem 
3.1 that (g, ~,~C; ~ is closable. Let (go, D(gO)) be its closure. Clearly, 
cosw(k, " ) e ~ C ~ c D ( g  ~ and VcosE,(k, " ) e =  - sine, (k, ")ek for each 
keE'cH.  Now let hEH, then we can find k,~E', neN, such that k, ~h in 

n ~ o o  

H, in particular k, ~h in Ha, since HcH~ continuously. Consequently 
n --* oo 
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cOSXh= lim cos~,(k, ,  ")E in L2(E; #) and lim V cos~,(k,, " )~=- - s inXh-h  
n ~ c o  n ~ o o  

in LZ(E ~ H ;  #). Hence cos XheD(g ~ and V cos Xh= --sin Xh.h (where again 
we put V=V; cf. Remark 3.2 (ii)). Similarly, sinXheD(g ~ and VsinX h 

=cos Xh'h, hence ~ sin Xh= ]lh[Ir~ cos Xh by (3.6). Now if heD(A) using (3.6) 

and Theorem 2.8 we conclude that for each w,o~C~ 

g~ Xh, V) = S s i n X h ~ d #  

= S~h sin Xh V d p + y sin Xh v ]3 h d# 

=~[( -Ah ,  h)H ~ cOSXh'~-XAh s i n  X h ]  vd#. 

Hence by (5.4), (5.5), cos X h is in the domain of the generator L(g ~ of (go, 
D(g~ and L(g ~ cos Xh=LCOS Xh. Replacing cos above by sin we obtain that 
~r176 and L(g~ on ~r (cf. (7.5)). Hence by Lemma 7.1, L(S ~ is 
an extension of L and since both operators are self-adjoint it follows that L 
= L(g ~ and therefore 

(g, D (~)) = (o ~~ D (d~~ 

We know by Theorem 3.1 that (go, D(gO)) is a Dirichlet form, hence by [BH 86, 
Theor6me 1.1] or IF 80, Theorem 1.4.1, c)=>b)-] Tt, t>0 ,  is Markovian. [] 

Remark 7.5 (i) The essential point to determine the Dirichlet form associated 
with T~=F(etA), t>O, was to find the proper tangent space H with the right 
inner product ( , ) n .  
(ii) If u=f(Xh ...... Xhm) with ha . . . .  , hmeD(A) and feC2(lR m) then the same 
argument as in the proof of 7.4 implies that u e D (L) and that for any orthonormal 
basis {k, : n e N }  of H in D(A) having h I . . . .  , hm in its linear span 

(7.10) 
~?2u ~ 3u 

Lu=L(E~ E ~ +  E XAk 
. . . .  i " ~?k .  

(where the sums are indeed finite sums). If K=E'c~D(A) is dense in H and 
hi, kneK, 1 <j <m, neN, (7.10) reduces to (5.6). 
(iii) Since ~r is a core for L = L ( d  ~~ by Lemma 7.1, it is also a core for (go, 
D(g~ If doC~,~C~ ~ is defined to be the linear span of {sine,(k 1, ")E, 
cosE,@2, ")~[kl,  k2eE'} then by the preceding proof also ~r is a core for 
(go, D(gO)) i.e. Y C ~  in (7.9) could be replaced by sd o. If ~ is the algebra 
generated by {~,(k, .)~lkeE'} and ~b:={U: E~lRlu=f(E,(k 1, ")E, ..., ~,(km, 
�9 )E) for some meN,  f r  C 1 (IR"), f and its first derivatives polynomially bounded, 
kl, ..., kmeE'}, then NC~b and it is easy to see (cf. [PR 90, Remark 3.5]) that 
~b c D(E~ Similar arguments as above show that then also ~ and ~b are cores 
for (go, D(gO)), i.e. could replace ~ C ~  in (7.9). 
(iv) For alternative proofs that (T0,>_o is Markovian see IS 74, w 1.4]. The semi- 
group (Tt)t>__0 is well-studied in the mathematical physics literature and many 
properties are known, e.g. (Tt)t_>_o is hypercontractive, positivity improving and 
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ergodic (cf. [S 74, w 1.4, 5] and [RS 78, Sect. XIIt 12]). In paNclflar, the associat- 
ed diffusion process whose existence will be proved below is ergodic. 

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 7.4 we now obtain by Remark 
7,3(ii), Theorem 3.6(i~i), Remark 3.7(i), Corollary 3.8 and Examples 6.4(i) CO) 
and (ii): 
Theorem 7.6 Let (H, (,)H) and (g, D(g)) be as above and suppose that (7.7) 
holds. Assume that. one of the following conditions hold 
(i) E is a Banach space (with norm Ii II ~). 

(ii) E is conuctear, 

Then the capacity ors E associated with (�89 D(g)) is tight and there exists a 
di~i~sion process M--(f2, ~ ,  (X~)~=>o, (P~)~E) on E associated with (�89 D(g)). 
In particular, jbr t>_O aM u~I~(E; ix) with u>=O, z~-~p~u(z)~=E~[u(X~)], z~E, 
is a quasi-continuous (ix-~:e~ion of F(etA)u satisfflng (3.8). Furthermore, if K 
:=E 'c~ D(A) is dense in U, then in case (~), if H iI~ is f~-measurable for some 
(and hence all) t>0,  and also in case (ii) Theorem 6.6 applies. 

The final theorem of this suNection is on the associated stochastic differential 
equation. 

Theorem 7.7 .Let (H, ( , ) 0  and (g, D(g)) be as above and suppose that E is 
a Hitbert space such that H c E densely and compactly and that K:=E'c~ D(A) 
is dense in E', Assume in addition that: 
(7.tl) There exists another Hilbert space (Ro, (~)n~) such that E'~-Ho densely 

by a Hilbe-rt-Schmidt map such tlu~t Ak,~----~O in H~. if k ~ K ,  n~N, with 

Then all conditians (C.I}', (C2}-(C.5) hold aM the diffusion ~ I  associated to (�89 
D(g)) solves the SDE (0.i) in the sense ~*'Theorem 6A0 for t :  E ~ E  with ~(k~ 
fl)E= X A~ Ix--a.s.,jbr each ke K. 

Proof We know by Remark 7.3(ii) and Theorem 7.6 that (C.1)', (C.2)~{CA) 
hold. (C.5) (i) Nltows by (7.2) and Remark 6,8 (i) (cf. the proof of Proposition 
6.9) and (C.5) (ii) holds by 6.8 (ii). Hence Theorem 6.10 applies, [] 

Remark 7,8 O) If in 7.8, in addition, 
(7.12) Do:=A-I(E')c~E ' is dense in ff  and A[vo is continuous (w.r.t. il II~,) tt~en 

AIv~ extends to a linear operator A': E ~ E  which is defined (weakly) 
by ~z,(k, Wz)~=~,(Ak,  z)E for each k~Do. Then fi= A' ~-a .e .  

(ii) It is very easy to construct E for Nven H~ and A in such a way that ai1 
assumptions in 7.7 hoId, as foltows: Let {e, l ncN}c l ) (A)  be an orthonormal 

basis in the Hilbert space (D (A), (A-, A- )rt,) and let 2, > 0 such that ~ 2~ < ~o. 
n=J.  

DefineH2:= h~D(A) 222(,Ae, ,Ah)}~<ec and(h~,h~)n~:= ~ ;~2"(Ae., d..d 

n = l  

Ah~)m(Ae , ,  Aha )~ .  Then (H2, (,)~2) is a Hilbert space and E:=H~ fulfills 
all assumptions in 7.7 with (7.1 I) satisfied for (Ho, ( , )~o)= (D(A), (A . ,  A ' ) ~ ) ,  

We conclude this subsection with an examNe which will be very important 
below. 

Example %9 Let E:=5~~'(IR'~ i~e. the space of tempered Schwar~ ~trt 'outions 
on tR a and -~,--5~(]R ~) the associated test fimction space equipped with the 
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usual topology. 5O'=SO'(~a) equipped with the strong topology is a Souslin 
conuclear space with 5 ~ =5O. Let # be the mean zero Gaussian measure on 
(5O, ORe), N(SO, (IRa))) with covariance 

~ < k l ,  Z>,r ~<k2, Z>se, #(dz) 

= I~(-A +m2)-~(x-y) kl(x) k2(y) dx dy; k~, k2eS~=E ', 

where ~, me]0, oo[ and ( -A +m2)-"(x) denotes the Green function of the ope- 
rator (--A +mZ)" on IR a. Then H~ is the Sobolev space of order -c~ and if 
A:=-(-A+m2) ~ on H~ then (H, ( , )u )  defined by (7.6) is just L2(IRe; dx) 
(where dx denotes d-dimensional Lebesgue measure). In particular, (7.7) holds 
and Theorems 7.4 and 7.6 apply. Now for neN, let 5O_ ..=5O_,(IRa) denote the 
Hilbert subspace of ~ ' ( N  e) which is the dual of 5O~:=Se,,,(IR a) defined as the 
completion of 50 w.r.t, the norm 

1,kll,:=[l_~<_,~ ~ (l+lxlZ)"(-~...~-~ad)k(x) dx] 

where m:=(ml,, me)e(;#+) ~. Then ~(Y_,) ~(5  ~) and as before we see that 
#(Y_,)=I  if n > l  (cf. e.g. [H 80, Theorem 3.i]) and that Theorems 7.4, 7.6 
with E=SP_, and # restricted to N(SO_,) apply. Furthermore, ( - A  +m2)~: 5e, o 
-+U(Na; dx) is continuous for no large enough, hence (7.tl) and all other 
conditions in Theorem 7.7 are satisfied if E..=SC,, n> no. For the construction 
of another convenient Banach space supporting # in the case e =-~ for which 
p~, t > 0 (cf. 7.6), is given explicitly we refer to [R 88 a, hi. 

II Non-linear cases 

a) Space-time quantum fields. In this and the next subsection we confine ourselves 
for brevity to polynomial interactions. Trigonometric (cir. [AH-K 79]) and expo- 
nential interactions (i.e. the "Hoegh-Krohn model", cf. [AH-K 74, 75, 77a], 
[Gi 83] and [Z 84]) can be treated similarly. 

Let /~ be the space-time free field of mass m on 11t 2, i.e. g* is defined on 
(5O,(N2), N(SO,(IR2)) as in 7.9 with c~=l. We adopt the same notation as in 
subsection 7.I. with E=SP'(IR2), H=L2(IR2; dx) and E'=SP(IR2). If e>0, 
heL1+~(lR2; dx) and heN,  define: z":(h) to be the unique element in ~ such 
that 

~:zn:(h):I~ Xks:nd#*=n! I fi (~ (-A+m2)-l(x-y,)kj(y,)dYJ) h(x)dx 
j = 1 N. 2 j = I IR 2 

where k 1 . . . . .  k, eY(iR 2) (see IS 74, w for existence of :z":(h)). Clearly, for 
h~, h2eLI +~OR2; dx), :~,/~elK 

:z":(c~hl+Bhz)=Cc:zn:(h0+B:zn:(h2) #~-a.e .  
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From now on we fix N s N ,  a, eP,, O<_n<_2N, and define for h~L1 +~(IR2; dx) 

2N 

(7.13) :P(z):(h),= ~, a,,:z":(h) with azN>0. 
n = 0  

We have that exp(-:P(z):(h))ELP(5:'OR2); #*) for all pe[1 ,  oo[, if h__>0 (cf. 
e.g. [S 74, w V.2]), hence the following probability measures (called space-time 
cut-off quantum fields) are well-defined for A ~ N (IR2), A bounded, 

exp(--:P(z):(1A)) 
(7.14) #*"= ~ exp( Z : p ~  #* 

It has been proven that the weak limit 

lim #A*=,#* 
A ..~ N2 

exists as a probability measure on (5:'(1R2), N(5:'0R2))) (see [G1J 86] and also 
[R 86] ) having moments of all orders. In particular, it follows by [-AR 89b, 
Proposition 3.7] that #* (5:_ n (N2)) = 1 for some n s N. Since N (5"_,) ~ N (5:') we 
restrict #* to N(SC,)  and by [-AR 90b, Proposition 2.7] we have that supp p* 
=5'9_, (i.e. # * ( U ) > 0  for each open subset U of 5:_,). If 

(7.15) K:= {kE~.,c:(]R2)[ supp k is compact} 

it follows from [AR 89a, Theorem 3.5] that each keK considered as an element 
in 5:_, via the embedding 

~,c,~ ~ ~n = L2(]R2; d x )  c ~ _ n ,  

is #*-admissible. Hence, by Theorem 3.1 (with E=5~  H=LZ(n:~.2; dx) and 
A(z) = Idn, zeE) the form 

(7.16) g(u,v):=�89 ~ (Vu, VV)L2C~2;dx)d,u*;u, v e ~ C  ~ 

is closable and its closure (g, D(g)) is a Dirichlet form on L2(5C,; #*). By 
Theorem 3.6 (i) there exists a diffusion process IM..=(f2, ~-, (Xt),>=o, (Pz)z~SO ,) 
on 5C,  associated with (g, D (g)) and the corresponding capacity is tight. 

Remark 7.10 We emphasize that here (and below)/~* can be replaced by more 
general Gibbs states in the sense of [GRS 75, 76] (cf. [AR 89 a] and also [R 86]). 

Now we turn to the corresponding SDE (0.1), i.e. we will determine/3 such 
that (Xt)t>_0 (weakly) solves (0.1). In particular, we will see that each k~K is, 
in fact, well-~*-admissible. For simplicity, we assume as in [G1J 86, Sect. 12.2 
and 12.5] that in (7.13), a , = 0  ifn is odd and n >  1. 

Theorem 7.11 Each k~K is well-l~*-admissible with 

(7.17) 
2N 

/3k(Z):-'= -- ~, nan :z"- l : ( k ) -  5 : ( ( -  A n t- m 2 ) k ,  z ) y , ,  z f f .~_  n . 
n = l  
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I f  n is large enough there exists a ~(SP_,)/~(SP_,)-measurable map fi: 5f_, ~ 50_, 
such that s~ (k, fi}~'_,=flk # * -a . e .  for each k~K and ~[lfi}[~_ d # * < o o .  In 
particular, Theorem 6.10 applies to (g, D(E)) and IM as above with E:=5~_,. 

Proof Let keK. By [G1J 86, Corollary 12.2.3], (2.19) holds with ilk= fl~ defined 
by (7.17) for every u E d  (defined by (7.5)). An application of [PR 90, (1.11)] 
implies that (2.19) holds for all u e Y C ~ ,  hence k is well-#*-admissible by Theo- 
rem 2.8 and (C.1)' is satisfied. We already know that (C.2)-(C.4) hold. By [G1J 86, 
Theorem 12.2.2] it is easy to see that if n e N  is large enough and E=SP_,  
then (6.10) holds for Ho=-Y,_ 1. Hence also (C.5) is satisfied by Proposition 
6.9, i.e. the second part of the assertion is proved. []  

Remark 7.12 Note that in (7.17), flk~L2(5#_,; #*)- is defined in terms of :Z":(1A) 
which are a priori defined in L2(5~ #*) and #* are #* are mutually 
singular. But #* and #~ are locally equivalent (cf. e.g. [R 86, Theorem 5.6]) 
i.e. mutually absolutely continuous on each sub-a-algebra a(U) of .~(SP_,) for 
each U c I R  2, U open, bounded, where a(U) denotes the a-algebra generated 
by {~(k, " )s~ , lk~( lR2) ,  supp k ~  U}. Hence if Am U we can take any o-(U)- 
measurable version of :z" : ( la )sL2( j_ ,  ; #*) in (7.17). 

b) Trine-zero quantum fields. Let #o be the time-zero free field of mass m on 
IR, i.e. #o is defined on (SP'(IR), ,r176 as in 7.9 with e=�89 We know by 
JAR 90a, Proposition 5.5] that each k~5~ is #o-admissible (cf. also Remark 
7.3 (ii) and Example 7.9 above) considered as an element of 5f'(lR) via the 
embedding 5e(N)cL2(IR; ds)~5~'(IR). Hence by Theorem 3.1 with E=Sz'(IR), 
H=L2(IR; ds) and A(z)= tdn, zsE, the closure (go, D(go)) of the form 

go(U, v)= �89 ~ (P u, P v)L2(a;a~) d#o , u, v e t C h ,  

exists. (Again we have that supp #0 =Se'(IR) by [AR 90b, Proposition 2.7].) Let 
L o be the associated generator (cf. (7.10)) on Lz(5~'(IR); #o), with domain D(Lo). 
For h e L  1 +~(IR; ds), eel0,  1] and neN,  define :z":(h) in exactly the same way 

/ d 2 \ - � 8 9  
as in subsection 7.II a) above but with { - ~ x z + m  2) (x), xMR, replacing ( - A  

+mZ)-l(x),  xe lR z, and #o replacing #~. Now define :P(z):(h) for heLI+"(IR, 
ds) as in (7.13) and for A~NOR), A bounded, let I~I,=:P(z):(1A) considered 
as a multiplication operator on L2(SP'(]R); #o) with (maximal) domain D(VA). 
Let L A be the operator on L2(Sp'0R); #o) with domain D(LA)=D(Lo)c~D(VA) 
defined by 

LA,=L0 + VA. 

It is known that L a is essentially self-adjoint on D(LA), lower bounded and 
that the infimum of its spectrum is a simple isolated eigenvalue E a with a 
strictly positive corresponding eigenvector -Oa in L2(SP'(IR); #o) (ef. e.g. [RS 75, 
Sect. XIII.12] for details). We may assume that ~2 a has norm equal to one. 
The probability measure 

#A ,=(2~ "#o, 

on (SP'(IR), N(SP'(IR))) is called the space cut-off P(4))z-quantum field. Let us 
assume from now on that the coefficients a,, 0 < n_< 2 N in (7.13) are sufficiently 
small. It has been proven that the weak limit 

lim #A =" # 
A2. N. 
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exists as a p robabi l i ty  measure  on (5~'(N), N(5~'(IR))) for A = I - a ,  a] as a ~ oQ 
(cf. [G1JS 73, 74]) having finite moments .  # is called the weakly coupled 
P(q))2-time-zero quantum field. I t  follows f rom [ A H - K  77a, T h e o r e m  5.2] and  
J A R  90a,  Coro l la ry  4.6] that  each keSPOR) is / i-admissible considered as an 
e lement  in 5 ~ OR) via the embedd ing  50 (IR) c L 2 OR; d s) ~ 5 P' (N). 

Remark 7.13 F o r  fixed A ~ 0 R ) ,  A bounded ,  it follows by [ A R  90b, T h e o r e m  
4.7 (ii)] tha t  each k~5~ is/iA-admissible.  

As in subsect ion 7.II a) it follows tha t  /i(5~_,(lR))= 1 for some h e N ,  tha t  
supp/~ = 5 P_n0R) and  tha t  

(7.18) g(u,  v )=  1 ~ (Vu, Vv)g2(~,;ds)d[A;U, ve~C~,  
- n (~) 

is closable on Lz(sC,OR);  #). Again  the closure (g, D(E)) is a Dirichlet  fo rm 
such tha t  the cor responding  capaci ty  is t ight and  tha t  there exists an associated 
diffusion process  IM on 5C,(IR), i.e. (C.2)-(C.4) are satisfied. By [ A H - K  77a, 
T h e o r e m  5.2] each k~K:=50( IR)  is in fact, well-/l-admissible, hence (C.1)' also 
holds. By Examples  6.4 (i) (b), T h e o r e m  6.6 applies. But  we note  tha t  unlike 
in the previous  subsection,  there is no explicit fo rmula  for/?k, keK. Nevertheless ,  
it follows by [ A K R  90, Example  2.7], [ A H - K  77b, Coro l la ry  to Propos i t ion  
2.3], [ A H - K  77a, T h e o r e m  5.4] and  Propos i t ion  6.9 above  tha t  (C.5) is fulfilled 
if E=S_,OR) for n large enough.  Hence  also T h e o r e m  6.10 applies to (g, D(g)) 
and IM as above.  
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Note added in proof. Since the time when this paper was submitted for publication some 
progress has been made leading to improvements of this article. First, there is now a much 
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simplified approach to the case of linear /~ (cf. Sect. 7I) avoiding second quantization. This 
can be found in "Dirichlet forms on infinite dimensional state space and applications" (to 
appear), which consists of lectures held at Silivri Summer School 1990 by the second named 
author. As a consequence of B. Schmuland, M. R6ckner: "Tightness of general C l,r-capacities 
on Banach space" (publication in preparation), and FAR 89b, Theorem 2.7] assumptions (i) 
and (ii) in Theorem 3.6 above simplify to merely assuming that E is a Banach space (cf. 
Remark 3.7 (i) above). There is now also a purely analytic proof of Proposition 4.1 based 
on an argument we learnt from W. Hansen (cf. Propositon 3.4 in the article by the two authors 
"Infinite dimensional diffusions connected with positive generalized white noise functionals" 
in: Hida, T., Kuo, H.H., Potthoff, J., Streit, L. (eds). White noise analysis, pp. 1-21, Singapore: 
World Scientific 1990). Furthermore, the results of Sect. 5 and 6 of this paper have been extended 
to the case where A(z)sSf~(H) (cf. Sect. 3) is not necessarily equal to the identity on H for 
all z~E in R6ckner, M., Zhang, T.: "Decomposition of Dirichlet processes on Hilbert space", 
to appear in the proceedings of the Stochastic Analysis Symposium, Durham 1990. Finally, 
uniqueness results concerning the solutions for a class of the stochastic differential equations 
considered in this work have been obtained in R6ekner, M., Zhang, T.:"Uniqueness of general- 
ized Schr6dinger operators and applications" (to appear in J. Funet. Anal.) and a corresponding 
Girsanov theorem has been proved in Albeverio, S., R6ckner, M., Zhang, T.: "Girsanov trans- 
form for symmetric diffusions with infinite dimensional state space" (publication in preparation). 


